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The organized labor movement has as its goal freedom ard democratic opportunity for those who
work tur wages. As individuals those who work
for others are helpless to get a square deal at work.
Employers are in a strategic position of power over
those for whom they provide work opportunities—unless workers
unite for collective action. This first step toward freedom for Labor
and those democratic opportunities necessary for human progress, is
the right to organize in unions controlled by their members in accord
with democratic principles. Collective action of those concerned also
goes back to oldest practices of free people. Furthermore the records
of what unions have attempted to secure for their membership have
constituted a foundation of essential human welfare. The purposes
and procedures of self-controlled unions are such that Society can well
sponsor unions as an essential national institution. This is what Congress undertook to do through the National Labor Relations Act of
which Senator Wagner was the sponsor. This Act wisely assures
workers of this country the right to membership in unions of their own
choosing that they may bargain collectively to determine the terms
and conditions under which they work. Collective bargaining assures
opportunity for a free contract with the employer.
Unfortunately in building up the staff for administering this law
Amendments to
National Labor
Relations Act
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some who were not real friends of unions but who saw in unions a chance
to advance their own social views were included. These persons were
not interested in assuring a right for unions but in advancing their own
concepts and propaganda.
Such persons in key positions who did not
know the feeling or the ways of the labor movement, interfered with
the development of a democratically controlled labor movement corresponding to the needs of work situations. The labor movement must
grow out of existing needs and situations. It does not lend itself to
artificial patterns. To remedy such administrative difficulties, the
American Federation of Labor proposes amendments defining procedures necessary to administrative equity.

A Senate resolution adopted in the last Congress
authorized the Advisory Committee, consisting of
representatives of labor, employers and the public
to study old age insurance provisions and make recommendation for improvements.
This Committee
has just submitted its report. Its recommendations are sound and will
substantially liberalize our present system.
The Committee recommended that coverage be extended to provide insurance for seamen, agricultural and domestic workers; for
employes of such government agencies as engaged in functions not
necessarily governmental such as Home Loan Corporation, member
banks of the Federal Reserve; employes of agencies engaged in educational, charitable or other welfare work not for profit. Because of
the administrative difficulties involved, the Committee did not recommend extension to self-employed persons but urged study of the
problem.
Recommendations to liberalize benefits include allowance for
aged wives of insured workers eligible to benefits provided the wives
are 65 and that the marriage occurred before the husband in question
was 60 years of age. Widows of insured persons eligible to benefits
shall continue to receive benefits should the husband die. Widows of
insured workers not yet eligible shall receive a widow’s allowance if
children are dependent on her, together with allowance for each dependent child. If an aged wife is eligible to a benefit based on her own
employment, larger than the widow’s allowance, she shall be entitled
to her own insurance. Payment of old age benefits is recommended to
be advanced from 1940 to 1942.
The Committee recommends funds for more liberal payments
from two sources: contributions from the Federal Government and
less liberal benefits for unmarried workers.
The Committee recommended that the Old Age Insurance Fund
be made a trust fund with directors charged with its management.
A
Old Age
Insurance
Amendments
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small contingent fund should be kept available for ready use in the
Treasury.
It was deemed unwise to recommend benefits for total disability
at this time, but it was recommended that further study be given to
determine when and how such benefits should be provided.
The Committee recommended that the 14 per cent contribution
go into effect and that a study be made to determine future financial
policies and that similar studies be made at regular intervals.
The report presents such maturely considered proposals that it
is met with practically general approval. The American Federation
of Labor will heartily approve legislation to put these recommendations into effect.

Satisfactory experience with the advisory committee
procedure for old age insurance is evidence of the
wisdom of the proposal of the American Federation of Labor adopted iin 1936—for the creation of
a commission to review experience in unemployment
compensation and to make recommendations. Great Britain has found
it desirable to create a Statutory Committee on Unemployment Compensation charged with responsibility for making systematic review of
the act and its administration and for regular reports with recommendations. This committee headed by the dean of English students
of unemployment, Sir William Beveridge, has rendered distinguished
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services and the committee’s reports constitute our most valuable
literature on unemployment compensation.
We in the United States have a more fundamental need for such
an agency for study and review than any other country, for our legislative and administrative situation with reference to unemployment
compensation is most complex and diverse. Despite our trend toward
industrial and economic unity within the United States unemployment
caused by an increasing unified economic structure is dealt with in 51
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separate laws. In addition, these various laws have set up different
standards and have followed different concepts of what unemployment
compensation should provide for those who lose their jobs. The requirements of industry necessitate workers disregarding State lines,
yet this social legislation sets up provisions for victims of industry’s
unemployment restricted within state boundaries.
Our laws have been drafted in accord with an illusory relation to
income and with concessions to employers which undermine compensation security for those forced into unemployment. As a result we
have laws requiring cumbersome records which consume an inordinate
amount of time in administration while workers wait weeks and even
months in addition to inordinately long waiting periods for the adminNext Step for
Unemployment
Compensation

——
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istrator to determine eligibility and the fraction of a dollar to be paid
the unemployed person. The unemployed person must somehow support himself and his dependents.
Not only does this waste the savings and investments of the
worker but taxes are wasted by requiring records and computations
that add little, if anything, to justice or to the well-being of the
unemployed.
The charge that in no less than 68 per cent of the
claims authorized in a large industrial state payments were overdue,
almost a fifth were delayed more than nine weeks, is enough to make
us attack the problem of securing simplified legislation lending itself
to efficient administration that will provide insured workers with
income during unemployment.
An advisory commission with representation for labor, employers
and the public should be authorized to advise Congress on experience
with present law and recommendation for improvements.
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Administering labor laws involves administering
Those Adminis- _ the distinctive rights of a group of citizens.
In
tering Labor
developing procedures and policies necessary for
Laws
such administration, it is essential to have understanding of those rights as an operative force in
work situations. Out of experience under work rules and work conditions comes very definite concept of what makes for justice and procedure that hold open opportunities for progress.
Unless such basic
information is available in an administrative group, that group misses
a practical approach to administrative problems with which the law
must deal. The fairly general mistrust of labor legislation by workers themselves has been mainly due to failure to have labor counsel
on those policies of administration upon which only the union representative is competent.
Such legislation as the Fair Labor Standards Act, Public Contracts, National Labor Relations Act, Workmen’s Compensation and
Social Security, must necessarily consider carefully union representative functions, collective bargaining, union standards.
Their work
must gear into actual work situations in which the most important
right of the workers is the right to membership in unions for the
purpose of collective bargaining.
The administration of such laws
needs the counsel of those with experience in collective bargaining.
This field of experience should be recognized and specifically provided for in civil service standards and examinations.
The pending civil service examination for inspectors for the
Wages and Hour law accepts as comparable to personnel work in industry responsibility for representative service in employer-employe
relations. That provision reads :—Experience—Supervising Inspector.
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Except for the substitution provided for below, applicants must have
had at least 6 years of progressive, responsible, successful, full-time,
paid employment either—
(A)

|

In industry or business, at least 4 years of which must have been
(a) as an employer, administrative official, personnel officer,
or (b) as a recognized employee representative, actively participating in the improvement of working conditions through
the development of a comprehensive personnel program or
through the development of definite employee-employer relations policies; or... .

Though we would like to see more straight-forward wording,
we hail this provision as a move in the right direction.
The Apprenticeship Service of the Division of Labor Standards is holding
examinations for senior field representative and field representative
at $3,800 and $3,200 respectively.
Experience required covers:
a. Applicants must have had at least 7 years of responsible, successful
and progressive experience in trade union, trade association, governmental or industrial work involving the development and promotion of improved labor and employment standards in industry;
or in administration of labor laws. This experience must have been
such as to have demonstrated the possession of—
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

(e)

(f)
(g)

(h)
(i)

Knowledge of labor relations in industry;
Thorough knowledge through personal experience of the organization, functions and procedures of trade unions, master
tradesmen’s and other employers’ associations, together with
a general knowledge of industrial occupations and processes;
Thorough knowledge of the requirements to be fulfilled as a
prerequisite to certification for journeymanship;
Thorough knowledge of the principles and practices involved
in the formulation of apprenticeship standards, and ability to
use this knowledge in the establishment of apprenticeship systems;
Ahigh order of ability and impartiality in analyzing industrial
and labor conditions and presenting facts and recommendations in clear and comprehensive reports;
Skill in conducting conferences;
A high order of ability in dealing with and obtaining the cooperation of groups composed of persons having divergent
points of view;
A high order of adaptability, discretion and tact, resourcefulness, organizing and supervising ability;
Ability as a speaker.

The practical progress resulting from union activity and the protective provisions of labor legislation make up the fabric of social
progress toward higher standards of living. Union agreements and
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union promotion of higher work standards break the way and set up
possible standards of procedures and fair dealing upon which general
legislative controls may be based. Union experience in the basic work
should obviously be carried over to all related fields. Union experience is essential to wise and effective administration of labor laws.

Our Government initiated under necessity
Relation Between
and practically simultaneously national proUnemployment Comgrams for relief and for compensation for
pensation and
the unemployed attached to the labor market.
National Relief
Because of the continued large number of
persons unable to get work we have not been
able to turn our thoughts from the emergency problem of relief to
that of dependable provisions for the needy. Our failure to consider
this problem has influenced our planning for the unemployed.
Unemployment compensation is intended to provide an emergency income for persons who have lost their jobs pending the finding
of new ones. The primary test of eligibility is registration in an office
of the Employment Service for new employment.
Unemployment
compensation takes care of its group for a limited period of time. The
problem is to make the best possible provisions for those unable to
find work. After a worker has had benefits over the maximum duration and is still unable to find work it is better that he go under some
assistance provision rather than lower the standards of unemployment
compensation so as to continue to pay benefits. Formulation of relief
policies must go along with improvements in unemployment compensation.

An important article is published in this issue by
an engineer who has done much to advance understanding of labor-management relations and to
point to consent and cooperation as the only sound
bases for such relations. The article wisely says that industry is the
most promising field in which to learn the principles and procedures of
democracy. What is learned of democracy in this basic field will be
carried over to political and social relations. Unless there is democracy in industry it cannot permanently be maintained in other relations.
Workers organize in unions for the purpose of making a contractual relationship the basis of union-management relations.
Contract is based upon understanding and consent, implying definite provisions and obligations. Once the employer accepts the right of employes to representation through union executives, relations are lifted
from the level of battle and struggle for rights to that of conference
to determine facts and agree upon policies. After management adopts
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a policy of collective bargaining with the representatives of a union,
the next major step in democracy in industry is to set up cooperative
relations for determining work procedures so that management may
have the benefit of the experience of those who handle materials and
carry out work orders.
Carrying on such cooperative relations is an educational process
that would increase the information which the whole operating staff
might bring to bear upon production. Out of the process comes new
needs for information and technical data—new demands upon educational and research institutions.
The course of wisdom is for us as a Nation to move purposefully
to establish democracy in industry in order to strengthen democratic
forces for the tests that lie ahead.
Upon our ability to demonstrate
that democracy is efficient depends the degree of freedom we may
enjoy.

Dissatisfaction is developing with the location of indusIndustrial
trial hygiene units outside of state departments of labor.
Hygiene _ This feeling results from the unseemly performance of a
government expert testifying against compensation for
an injured worker. Under Title VI of the Social Security Act, $8,000,000 is made available annually to the United States Public Health
Service for the purpose of helping states, counties, health districts and
other political subdivisions of states to maintain more adequate health
services. Funds are allotted to states for industrial hygiene only on
the condition that the work be administered by the Health Department. The result has been administrative activity without knowing
the problems and difficulties of workers.
A worker subjected to a dust hazard may develop silicosis but
unless he can prove exposure he cannot show the employer’s responsibility. Two things necessary to this proof are access to the plant and
ability to collect scientific data to prove exposure. The government
industrial hygienist has access to work places and can gather the facts
to disclose health hazards. Such experts attached to the State Departments of Labor perform these functions in connection with the administration of Labor’s rights. Whenever any expert in industrial hygiene
attempts to function in connection with the administration of labor
laws it should be through the Department of Labor whose function it
is to understand labor problems and to promote Labor’s well-being.
Labor does not presume to control or direct purely health problems or policies. We recognize the field in which the scientist is
supreme and should be unhampered. But when it comes to the application of industrial health data, policies must be developed that square
with Labor’s interests and welfare. Labor and its governmental representative must have final authority upon such questions of policy.
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Democracy Knocks at Industry’s Door
Morris

LLEWELLYN

COOKE

Consulting Engineer, Philadelphia, Pa.
Te
current international situaopinion, if the techniques of collective
bargaining are used more extensively
tion, in the minds of most peoin production, and not merely for
ple, warrants some sort of a pre“hours, wages, and working condiparedness program. Possibly events
now in the making may call for a tions,” important as are these traditional objectives of collective bargainpretty extensive one. Whether this
is to remain simply preparedness or is ing.
to eventuate in actual warfare, the
While abroad recently I had special
opportunities to observe the Scandiworkers and the general public will
navian industrial scene. In Sweden
do well to see to it that the emergency
and Denmark, while the organized
is not utilized as an excuse for breakemployers and organized workers
ing down labor standards.
Rather
carry on their collective bargaining as
every effort should be made to mainto “wages and hours and working
tain these standards and, further, to
conditions” very considerately and efdevelop new ways through which the
fectively, there is every indication that
body of organized workers can more
labor looks for added status to the
effectively participate in the produccooperative movement and to political
tion process—in ways other than
through the work of their hands. By action through the Social Democratic
Party rather than to any evolution in
no conceivable means can our national
the conduct of private industry. The
strength be so effectively bulwarked,
reverse might have been true if a
whether for peace or for war, as
through some widespread extension of broader type of collective bargaining
the techniques of democracy into in- had been established before labor’s
political action and the co-operative
dustry. A dynamic accomplishment
movement got under way.
along these lines will put the world
In our early individualistic days—
on notice that whatever may be hapespecially when agriculture was the
pening to democracy elsewhere, here
in this country we stake our all on its outstanding pursuit of our people—
democracy and political democracy
further evolution. And be it rememwere almost equivalent concepts. But
bered “If liberty survives and is persince our national life has become
fected here, it will not die out of men’s
more complex and as a people we are
hearts anywhere.”
more absorbed in corporate activities
Our developing national attitude
— industrial and commercial—the optoward collective bargaining as exportunities for the average citizen to
pressed in the Wagner Act and otherwise makes possible a great new ad- practice political democracy are decreasing.
venture in the relations between employer and employee, but only, in my
Modern education recognizes that
136
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PREPAREDNESS
it is much easier to teach in the area
of the pupil’s interest than elsewhere.
It will be admitted that after the
home, the place in which we work
commands our major interest. Hence,
if we want to build up in the individual
both an understanding of democracy,
and a devotion to it, and facility in its
practices, industry is our most promising field of endeavor.
The techniques and appreciations of democracy
learned in industry will then carry
over into the field of political democracy and thereby safeguard our kind
of government. It seems all but hopeless to intrigue the interest of the
average man in political ideas and
practices when his contacts within the
field are largely confined to voting at
elections which are spaced at long intervals. By contrast his contacts with
industry are every hour in the working day.
Speaking generally, one can detect
four phases in the developing attitude
of industry toward its personnel:
I. paternalistic and un-unionized.
II. the struggle for unionization
ending in recognition, collective bargaining and usually
in a written contract.
Ill. a gradual strengthening in
contractual relations and
continued efforts toward improvement in “hours, wages
and working conditions.”
IV. the beginnings of labor-management collaboration for
greater gross productivity
in which both may share,
thereby giving to organized
labor the fullest status and
widest hearing consistent
with a unified direction and
control of the enterprise.
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During the first three of these
phases—especially I and II—a decidedly militaristic type of leadership
is dominant. Only as we enter the
fourth stage—made real to us by a
few spearpoint enterprises—will the
production-conscious and co-operation-desirous type of labor leaders be
in demand.
The leadership for unions still battling for recognition must necessarily
be of a more rugged—and from any
sane social standpoint a less desirable
—type than that for unions whose existence is a matter of common acceptance. To conduct strikes involving
picketing, the financing of large numbers of people out of work, and court
proceedings—and especially to win
strikes—calls for nerve, brawn, endurance and intense concentration on
immediate issues. These are all qualities in demand on the battlefield. On
the employer’s side the same type of
leadership is required during periods
of strife. But given ample recognition
—the first evidence of which is a written contract—a union is permitted to
choose as its leaders those with the
characteristics appropriate to times
of peace rather than war, to the practice of justice rather than of force.
Unionism battling for recognition—
even for existence—necessarily thinks
in terms of opportunity. With the acceptance of collective bargaining as 2
necessary feature of our social economy there will be developed among
leaders of labor in this country as in
England, and especially as in Sweden,
a growing solicitude for the national
welfare as including that of the workers and as contrasted with a narrower
conception of what constitutes labor’s
interests.
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social income. This latter will seem
Marshall, an outstanding English
economist, held that over one-half of more and more like a “good buy”
for the employing group as labor
the brains of the world is in the posthrough organization strengthens its
session of the working classes. My
position. To put the organized workexperience in industrial engineering
ers face to face with management's
suggests that however this resource be
problems will have both an educaestimated we all but ignore it. And
this in the face of the fact that in tional and sobering influence, just as
industry as in life itself there can be management will be both educated
and sobered by an understanding of
no final solutions. “Show me how you
Managers
are doing it now,” said Gantt, “and I the problems of labor.
“should know the history of the induswill show you one wrong way.” Everytrial revolution and the organization
thing in industry should be considered
of labor, and, basically, the workingas in flux ready to be molded and conman and his aspirations’’.?
Since
tinuously re-molded into “the one best
power, wherever it may lie, cannot in
way’, but “best” only for the time bethe long run be disassociated from reing or until something better is found.
sponsibility, if we fail to develop an
When contracts with unions were
first made there were numerous in- adequate sense of responsibility for
output in the labor movement, we
stances in which the workers expressed
face the alternative of a hard and ina desire to co-operate with managecreasingly embarrassing line-up on
ment in devising more efficient techniques, but they were discouraged in “wages, hours and working conditions’’ with its limited opportunity for
doing so by management.
Even tothe accommodation and blending of
day only too frequently the effort
interests.
seems to be to emphasize the historic
Further, if organized labor is to
barriers between management and
have the opportunity to co-operate
men.” And this in spite of the fact that
more broadly within the frame of the
during the last fifty years Scientific
production process, labor’s interest
Management mas made it clear that
and active participation must be alonly through working closely with the
lowed to express itself at every
workers is maximum production to be
level—
secured. In fact, the promise of Scientific Management is understanding
1. at the individual work-place, as
and co-operation.
when
Maumkeag
(Salem,
As employers and labor become
Mass.) workers,® under the
more clearly equal in bargaining
leadership of John O’Connell,
power, they can either wage war to
insisted on the employment of
gain the spoils of production restric* “Mechanical Engineering: Materials, Methtion and scarcity prices, or they can
ods & Men,” by Gerard Swope, President, Genco-operate in devising improved proeral Electric Co., in Mechanical Engineering,
January, 1939.
duction practices that increase the
*“Union Management Co-operation at Naumkeag”—A symposium in the American FederaSee “Notes on Governmental and Industrial
Administration in a Democracy,” by Morris L. tionist, March 1930; also “Joint Research at
Cooke, Journal of Society for Advancement of Naumkeag,” by Francis Goodell, American Federationist, March 1932.
Management, July-September, 1938.
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a specially qualified consulting
engineer to advise on loom operation;
in the operation of the plant as
a whole, as when the B. and O.
workers, under the leadership
of Beyer and Jewell, co-operated in bringing about
fo
economies;
in the local labor market, as
when the associated unions support a “buy locally” movement;
throughout a given industry, as
when the 18 railway unions recently put in a memorandum giving their judgment as to “what
is wrong with the railroads,”
and later joined with management in an effort to outline a
program for Congressional enactment; and
nationally among industries, as
when the whole labor movement
would co-operate in an investigation of the highly significant
—and wholly inexplicable—
idiosyncrasies of the industrial
load curve—the measure of the
use of power hour by hour
throughout industry as well as
in the individual plant.

Some years back a few far-sighted
leaders, in and out of the labor movement, suggested the advantages to employer and employee alike of co-operation within the shop. But with our
present day realization of the interdependence of industries this is too
narrow an outlook. If the co-operation is to be confined to a single shop
or to a single enterprise it may easily
work to labor’s disadvantage—almost
certainly to a cutting down in the
amount of employment available to
the participating group. In fact, as
my friend E. J. Coil, Director of the
Economic and Social Planning Association, puts it, “It is now time for
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scientific management to go beyond
the borders of the individual firm.
The management problems of today
and tomorrow are on two higher
levels: There is the intra-industry
level, as between concerns within each
industry; and the inter-industry level,
as between major industries and between government and industry. The
function of administrative management on the plane of the national
economy is to plan and to coordinate
so that our economy will be able to
function at its maximum capacity.”
The labor of the individual must more
and more be carried on in the light of
the total environment—political,
social and economic as well as local,
national and international. The organization of labor is increasingly directed to this end.
This project which we are discussing and which we shall call—for
want of a better name—Labor-Management Collaboration for Increased
Production, is an attempt to apply to
our goods-making functions the technique of objective investigation jointly
by organized labor and management.‘
* These possibilities have been frequently discussed, as in
a. “Labor’s attitude toward Time & Motion
Study,” by Spencer Miller, Jr. Publication of A. F. of L., 1938.
b. “Labor & Production,” by Horace B. Drury.
American Federationist, March, 1920.
ec. “Labor, Science & Production.” September,
1920. Volume of the Annals of the Academy of Political & Social Science, edited
by Samuel Gompers, et al.
d. “Theirs to Reason Why,” by James Myers.
Survey Graphic, July, 1938.
e. “Co-operative Research as a Factor in Industry,” Textile Worker, March, 1931,
and “Who is Boss in your Shop,” May,
1917. Annals of American Academy of
Political and Social Science, both by
Morris L. Cooke.
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It is realized that impartiality in the
sense of absolute immunity to the influence of special sympathies, experiences, or habits of thought is impossible; objectivity in the sense of not
distorting, selecting or concealing
facts in the interest of a preconceived
theory, or a partisan case, should be
possible.
The primary objective is not to
determine what part of the rewards
of industry and commerce should belong to management, ownership, and
labor; or to make labor a co-owner or
co-producer in industry; or to establish a profit-sharing scheme which
gives employees of an enterprise a
pre-determined monetary share in the
profits; or to have labor share with
management its indispensable authority and responsibility for directing the
enterprise; or to duplicate personnel
management by having, for example,
works councils take part in disciplinary action; or to mediate for the prevention or settlement of strikes.
The primary objective here is to
establish mechanisms which will give
organized labor the greatest feasible
operating participation in the determination of production procedures
and administrative policies designed
f. “A Cooperative Committee in Action,” by
Bert M. Jewell. American Federationist,
January, 1927.
g. “Three Years of the ‘B and O Plan’” by
Otto S. Beyer, Jr. New Republic, August 4, 1926.
hk. “The Science of Labor Relations,” by William Green. Address to University of
Wisconsin Alumni Association, February
12, 1938.
s. “Profit Sharing’—William Green. Statement to sub-Committee of Senate Finance
Committee, November 23, 1938.
j. “Modern
Trade
Unionism” — William
Green.
Address to Harvard Union,
March 20, 1925.

to increase the output and distribution of goods and services.
Neither higher wages nor profitsharing by themselves can be a complete cure for friction and stoppages
of production. It seems that for
workers to have a voice in enterprises
on which their livelihood depends is
equally important as are the wagerates which may never materialize
into annual income because of curtailed production schedules.
The objective is not merely for a
firm to supply its employees with at
least as much information about the
business as it gives its shareholders,
nor to have firms take their workers
into their confidence in any such sense.
But it is to have organized labor play
an important part in analyzing the
problems of industry, in understanding the problems of management, in
adapting the policies and relations
of an enterprise to the external conditions which provide its economic opportunity for existence and ultimately
control its destiny. Knowledge for
the solution of these problems may
rest upon formal, technical study under the guidance of skilled experts,
combined with the knowledge based
upon the fluctuating daily experience
of the workers at their tasks. The
project proposes a process for combining and utilizing both types of
knowledge. This can be done by thoroughly sifting the facts, by stating
them clearly, and by analyzing their
various interpretations. Through
fact-organizing combined with diagnosis, objectives can be determined
and ways and means devised.
In a co-operative study of production problems requiring administrative decision and direction, labor and
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management would be applying the
process of planning. The task is to
clarify methods, reveal choices, foster
attitudes, and implement procedures
as a group conscious approach, seeking thereby to develop a more cooperative rationale of economic effort. Whether or not it will be potentially meaningful will depend on the
ends sought, the motives that rule,
and the methods used.
We may frankly admit that labor’s
historic attitude provides a serious
obstacle, for labor wants security of
tenure for the worker’s job and therefore instinctively opposes discussion
of enlarged production as it fears
technological unemployment. But we
must equally see in management’s attitude an obstacle, for management
feels that it has the sole responsibility
for production and therefore instinctively opposes discussion with labor
because it fears dilution of an authority fully commensurate with responsibility. Ultimately both types of opposition can and must be resolved.
It is one of democracy’s significant
attitudes that when war comes every
effort is made to lessen its baneful
influence—especially upon the civilian
population. During the Great War,
General Crozier, Chief of Ordnance,
and General Sharpe, Quartermaster
General, joined in issuing a general
order to those engaged in manufacturing war supplies in which this paragraph occurs.
“In view of the urgent necessity for
a prompt increase in the volume of
production of practically every article
required for the conduct of the war,
vigilance is demanded of all those in
any way associated with industry lest
the safeguards with which the people
of this country have sought to protect
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labor should be unwisely and unnecessarily broken down. It is a fair assumption that for the most part these
safeguards are the mechanisms of
efficiency. Industrial history proves
that reasonable hours, fair working
conditions, and a proper wage scale
are essential to high production. During the war every attempt should be
made to conserve in every way possible all our achievements in the way
of social betterment.”
As we today speculate on war and
the preparations therefor as possibly
incidentally providing the way toward
fundamental changes and improvements in our industrial order, we may
well recall that our modern electrical
industry, tied in through great distances and over vast areas, is the direct result of instructions issued by
government authority in 1918 to companies occupying adjacent territories
to connect their transmission systems
in order that each might assist the
other in stabilizing and increasing the
available supply of electricity.
It should offer little discouragement
to admit that the dearth of experience
and techniques required for such a
fundamental re-organization in industry is painfully apparent. The recognition of the opportunity, however, is
half the battle. Granted that the suggested change will be for the long
run benefit of society, we can assume
that the requisite means for its accomplishment will be found.
A demand for this new status for
labor is all but implicit in the present
situation if we are to look forward
to creating an American industry
virile as compared with its past and
as productive as modern science and
invention can make it. It will become
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increasingly obvious that we must
make our American economy more
productive than any authoritarian
economy—systems in which democracy and the rights of labor have been
all but lost.
The appeal for co-operation and
consent is not now so much from labor
to management as increasingly from
management to labor. The feudal
conception of “master and servant”
which to an extent underlay early
Scientific Management and which was
indeed implicit even in the appeal for
““consent’’—as advocated by progressive leaders twenty-five years ago—is
yielding to de facto economic “‘democracy”—but unfortunately with the

idea of production decidedly subordinated. However, once collective bargaining for increase of production is
conceded, labor gains a new interest
in managerial competence.
Labor
must be given the opportunity to contribute to it.
As a people, our most pressing and
most fundamental need is for a reaffirmation of the efficacy of democracy in every relationship. With a
further development of democracy
in industry the production yield,
whether for war or for peace, will be
heightened. But far more important
than this material gain will be the stature added to the average American
citizen.
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Christmas Legend
O arrow-pointed scarlet flames
That fell from Syrian skies,
Your starry beauty touches earth
With luminous surprise,
Warms every hard storm-bitten face
And clears the frost-filmed eyes.
Now when chill winds congeal the blood
And check the heart’s desires,
We joy to see your burning rays
Struck from forgotten fires.
LEONARD TWYNHAM.
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out the State.
The staff of such an
1: ANY State the administration
industrial hygiene unit must include
of labor laws—intended to escompetent chemists, physicians and
tablish and to guarantze certain
legal rights of labor—generally in- engineers whose interests and experience fit them to serve labor.
cludes the following functions:
The industrial hygiene unit can1. Safeguarding workers’
safety
not function properly if it is sepand health on the job. A State may
arated from the inspection service;
write specific safety and health proand should therefore, with the invisions into its laws, or it may estabspection service, be located in the
lish certain basic principles by law,
leaving the detailed specifications to labor department.
3. The
State
labor
inspection
a board or code making body. The
service should be set up to cover
latter method is usually considered
every plant, shop, job or establishmore practical, since the rules of the
code making body can be more flex- ment that comes under the law of
the State.
This requires first of all
ible, more quickly and more closely
a systematic survey of all plants in
adapted to meet
practical needs.
BIA2PNR
ATA
oi
the State, with the information from
Many States have boiler, elevator,
this survey kept constantly up to
construction and mining codes.
It requires a plan for inspectIn large industrial States it is date.
ing each shop, job or establishment
sometimes necessary to set up a sepas frequently as its condition wararate code authority to prepare and
promulgate safety and health codes.
rants—every
three months,
every
idedebiditecer
nep>a=
Union members should be called in six months, certainly not less than
once a year.
The basic purpose of
for consultation and advice concerning work that is within their custhe inspection should be to assist
tomary jurisdiction.
management to comply with the law
2. If these codes are to be effecand the codes, but, where there is
tive there must be people who are
neglect or intentional violation, to
competent to investigate the causes
enforce the law.
Flagrant and reof disease or accident to a worker;
peated violations should be brought
to analyze where harm to workers
to prosecution.
is likely to occur; to devise methods
But the inspection service should
for controlling industrial poisons,
cover more than safety and health,
dusts, fumes and other sources of ocelevators, boilers, and construction.
cupational disease; to recommend
The State wages, hours and child
technical methods for preventing in- labor laws must also be covered by
dustrial accidents; to investigate the
inspection.
Some States send out
factual
details
in
compensation
separate inspectors for each of these
claims for the workmen’s compensaservices, on the ground that each
tion commission; and to advise with
kind of inspection is highly technical.
and make use of the inspection servBut often States choose and train
ice in teaching and enforcing acci- their inspectors so that they can
dent prevention in industry throughhandle all these types of inspection
Beenie
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at one visit.
An inspector is assigned to a region and is expected
to do a thorough job of inspection
in each plant which he visits. These
States have a small staff of experts
or “trouble shooters” to whom the
regular inspectors can refer especially difficult or technical cases.
The States which send one inspector to make a number of different
kinds of inspections do so to conserve the time and effort of their
inspectors and to prevent the irritation of industrial management
at
having to spend an undue amount of
time
complying
with
government
regulations.
This is important in
view of the returns or reports required of the employer and the possible inspections for the Federal social security law, the State unemployment
compensation
law,
the
State workmen’s compensation law,
the Federal—and any State—wage
and hour law, the State safety and
health laws and codes, and the child
labor law.
The more that inspection can be simplified, the less the
burden upon industry and upon the
taxpayer.
When
one _ inspector
makes the complete inspection the
unions can take up any problem with
him when he visits the plant, without having to wait for one or another special inspector authorized
to handle the complaint.
Also, since
no State has enough money to spend
on its inspection service, the more
that each inspector can do when he
visits a plant, the less waste motion
and the more productive work each
inspector can do.
4. The
payment
of workmen’s
compensation
calls for machinery
for requiring and receiving reports
of accidents and the payment of

benefits; for setting benefit rates;
for hearing disputed claims; for
making awards and for reviewing
and authorizing or rejecting agreement
settlements.
It necessitates
supervision over compensation
insurance
carriers and _ self-insurers,
and the administration of the State
compensation fund.
5. Maintaining legal wage
and
hour standards in a State means cooperating with the Federal wage
and hour service in the enforcement
of the Fair Labor Standards Act,
as well as maintaining the machinery
for establishing wages or hours regulations under the State law.
6. To prevent the illegal employment of children and of young
people, age certificates or work permits—based upon proof of age and
proper schooling and health—should
be issued to every young person
whose age is within the legal restrictions.
7. The main function of the public employment service is placement,
and all activities of the service should
be directly pointed to that function.
The second function of the employment service is to determine whether
an applicant for unemployment compensation is available for work and
willing to work.
8. The payment of unemployment
compensation requires machinery for
keeping workers’ employment and
wage records, for receiving applications for unemployment benefits, and
for the speedy payment of benefits
when due.
9. To promote better industrial
relations, most State labor departments have a conciliation service
whose staff is available, upon request,
for the mediation of labor disputes.
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STATE LABOR LAW FUNCTIONS
States which have enacted a State
labor relations law also have a service which is intended to protect the
workers’ rights to self-organization
and to collective bargaining.
10. Among the miscellaneous services to labor frequently provided by
State law are the assistance to workers in collecting unpaid wages; the
determination of prevailing wages
and hours rates for public works;
the regulation of private, fee-charging employment agencies; and the
approval of standards for apprentice
contracts.
11. To provide the accurate information needed for the administration of labor’s legal rights requires
a fact gathering and information
service.
The gathering of facts
should be pointed to labor’s practical problems and to the practical
demands growing out of the administration
of labor’s
legal rights.
These facts should be made available soon enough after collection to
be of practical use.
Regularly collected information should be published periodically and frequently
and in form and language that makes
it useful to labor, to industrial management, and to the interested public.
These services to labor must be
integrated if they are to be carried
out efficiently and economically. The
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first step in integrating them is to
draw them all into one department.
Within a single department, however, there must be free interchange
of information and experience and
uniformity of policy and of plan.
These functions must also be kept
in balance with each other, so that
the appropriations and the department’s work are not concentrated on
a few of these services, to the neglect
of others.
This organization chart or plan
of these services is offered as a guide
to a program for integrating and
balancing your State services to labor.
If you wish to check up on
your State labor department, find
out, with reference to each service
on the chart:
1. Do

2.
3.

4.

5.

you have this service and
under what legal authorization?
Is it inside or outside the State
labor department?
What are its working relations
with the other State services
to labor?
What appropriations or budget
does it have?
And how is
the money spent?
What staff does it have? What
do they do?
How are they
selected?
What is their fitness for the job?
What is
their tenure of office?
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Administrator of the United States Housing Authority
A
SPEAKER often arises to say
A
that he is unprepared. Itis not
customary for a speaker to do
the opposite. Yet, I am going to say
to you that, far from being unprepared, I have been preparing for this
speech for at least eighteen years. For
it was in the year 1920 that I first began to work closely with the problems
of organized labor.
In that year, I
was elected to the New York State
Senate. One of my first acts on arriving at Albany was to begin a long and
sympathetic working relationship with
the representatives of organized labor
at the State Capitol.
For three successive terms, six years
in all, I served in the State Senate,
and I am proud of the fact that organized labor gave continuous and effective support to those measures which
seemed to me sound, important, and
worthy of enactment into law, while
at the same time organized labor continuously and effectively opposed
measures which seemed to me unsound, unworthy, and reactionary.
When, in 1934, I again was called
to public service as New York State
Administrator of the N. R. A., I continued to receive from organized
labor aid and guidance in one of the
most difficult tasks of my life.
During those years I often thought
of how much I would appreciate an
opportunity to meet with the American Federation of Labor, assembled
in its annual convention.
It is in that
sense that I say to you that I have
* Address to Houston Convention.

been preparing for this moment for
many, many years.
But while my earlier activities in
public life touched only indirectly on
the actual work of organized labor,
my present job brings us closer together because the goal which you are
seeking, and the goal which we are
seeking, is the same. That objective,
that goal, may be simply defined. It
is to wipe out the slums of America,
to provide decent housing for every
American family now living under
slum conditions, and to achieve this
by a program which will yield a maximum of steady employment, while imposing a minimum burden on the taxpayer.
People in this country have been
talking about the evils of the slums for
at least fifty years.
But labor was
the first to translate talk into action,
to throw the mighty strength of its
ranks in support of low-rent housing
legislation.
Labor’s call for action
brought instant and widespread response from every forward-looking
organization and group of citizens in
America.
In the annals of Congress
it is recorded that no other comparable legislative measure has been so
strongly supported by groups representative of every walk of life and
every line of endeavor throughout the
nation. Yet there is profound signifcance in the historic fact that all these
combined efforts had failed to overcome the legislative inertia and to
override the determined opposition
of a small minority until the need to
remedy the plight of “one-third of the
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U. S. HOUSING PROGRAM
nation ill-housed” was dramatically
brought before the people and before
the Congress by Franklin D. Roosevelt.
To President Roosevelt and to labor’s staunchest friend in Congress—
Senator Robert F. Wagner of New
York—the nation is indebted for
placing upon statute books this legislation, unswervingly backed by labor.
Although you probably do not want
to hear a detailed report on the
achievements to date of the United
States Housing Authority, I do feel
that you will be interested in knowing
the essential facts.
We were given
by the Congress the right to loan
$800,000,000 to local housing authorities throughout the nation to
clear their slums and rehouse their
low income families. In the one year
since I took office and the new program was inaugurated on November
1, 1937, $573,723,000 have been earmarked for 142 authorities in 27
States, the District of Columbia,
Puerto Rico and the Territory of
Hawaii.
Actual loan contracts with
43 of these authorities for a total of
40,636 dwelling units have been made
and signed. Actual advances of funds
have already been made by the
USHA to local authorities in 24 cities.
More than 5,000 dwelling units are
now under actual construction.
From now on, the number of dwelling units under construction will be
increased monthly at the rate of not
less than 5,000 additional dwelling
units—s5,000 new low-rental homes
every month. The law provides that,
for every new dwelling unit erected,
at least one unfit slum dwelling must
be eliminated.
Therefore, when the
entire $800,000,000 now available
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under the USHA act has been put into
construction, steps will also have been
taken to eliminate 160,000 unfit, unsafe, and insanitary slum dwellings.
I cite these figures not as a cause
for self-congratulation but to show
you how far we have gone.
The
United States Housing Authority has
only just begun its work.
The close
of the first year.
A year in which
much has been accomplished, should
be a time for reflection and re-examination of our policies and our program. In that, I ask your help.
We all know that in every country
in which a successful housing program
has gone forward, organized labor
has stood squarely in the forefront of
the movement.
In Great Britain, in
Sweden as well as in Germany, and
Austria in the days when they were
republics, it was organized labor that
provided the driving force which
carried the housing programs of each
of these countries to success.
In the
United States too, labor has a record
of long-standing leadership in the
housing movement.
Of the 204 housing authorities, with which the USHA
is now dealing, I can think of at least
50 that have labor representation in
their membership, and I am informed
that 250 local labor housing committees have been constituted pursuant to
the resolution adopted last year at the
convention of the American Federation of Labor. That is why I am confident that organized labor in the
United States will be equally effective
in our own housing program in the
years ahead.
One of labor’s biggest responsibilities today is the fact that there are still
fifteen States which have not enacted
housing enabling legislation.
There
are other States where the State hous-
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ing legislation needs perfecting
amendments.
Even in those States with adequate
enabling legislation, there are hundreds of sizable communities that cannot participate in the USHA program
because they have not set up local
housing authorities.
That problem
too is of importance for organized
labor.
Speaking to you who have shown
yourselves friends of the housing
movement and friends of the United
States Housing Authority, I ask you
let me hear from you with that frankness which is the right and duty of a
friend.
How can we improve our
eficiency? What can we do to guarantee a lasting and fruitful relationship between the local housing authorities, with whom we work, the public
officials and citizens groups on whom
they must rely for support, and our
own organization in Washington?
I come to you with such fundamental questions, even though they may
seem to be matters of primary concern
only to the local authorities and ourselves, because I know of your effective participation in this movement.
I want to express, as I have many
times before, my sense of appreciation
for the action of the Executive Council of the Building and Construction
Trades Department of the American
Federation of Labor when, in a fine
spirit of co-operation with Mr. Walter V. Price, the USHA Director of
Labor Relations, they adopted two
epoch-making resolutions.
As you
know, these resolutions provide that
wage rates at the time work is commenced on a USHA project shall remain constant until the project is completed, and that work on USHA projects shall not be stopped because of

jurisdictional disputes.
The Executive Council at the same time recommended to all local building trades
councils that they take similar action.
So far nearly 100 local building trades
councils and 275 local unions have
adopted these resolutions. That is a
record of which we all can be proud.
You know that when the United
States Housing Act of 1937 was
passed, Congress wrote into that Act
a section for the protection of labor
standards. That section provides for
the payment of prevailing wage rates.
In determining prevailing wage rates,
the USHA and the local housing auvthorities are giving every consideration to the wage rates your building
trades unions have won through collective bargaining. We have made it
a condition of every loan contract with
a local authority that all employees
of a contractor shall have the rights
of organization and collective bargaining; that standards of safety shall
be observed on all work; that hours
of work shall not be lengthened; that
overtime payment shall be made; that
complaints shall be investigated and
handied promptly, so that in every
way possible labor shall be protected.
May I state my definition of the aim
and goa! of the housing program.
It
has two parts: In the first place, we
must eliminate the slums. In the second place, we must provide the maximum of useful employment for the
workers of the country in the construction of decent healthful homes.
I
want to talk to you for a few minutes
about this matter of employment.
Of the $800,000,000 in the present
program, at least $600,000,000 will
go directly into construction—into pay
envelopes of men working on the sites.
In addition this wave of reemploy-
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ment will spread to all the industries
which employ men in the production
or the manufacture or the transportation of things that go into the building
ofahome. These will all be real jobs
under normal private employment
conditions. The money now available
under the USHA Act will provide
work for 300,000 men for one year.
It is recognized by all in this country today that the well-being of the
individual family is part and parcel of
the well-being of the whole economic
and industrial system. Our prime concern has therefore become stability of
business, stability of employment.
From every point of view there is
nothing more important for America
today than to free itself from the
devastating ravages of alternating
periods of prosperity and panic, alternating periods of hope and despair,
alternating years of comparative
plenty and years of want and discontent.
The best practical minds of the nation in business and in government
have sought to diagnose the basic
cause of this economic disease. They
have reached a common result. They
agree that the disease of depression
is always a disease of paralysis. Capital was paralyzed andidle. Machines
were paralyzed and idle. Man power
was paralyzed and men were idle.
From this diagnosis of the disease,
thoughtful men have drawn the conclusion that, if the evil of a depression
is paralysis and idleness, the remedy
must be activity and work.
By work
I mean the opportunity to work for all
those who are willing and able to
work,
Good government must provide the opportunity for such productive work whenever the machinery of
private industry bogs down.
In the
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words of Abraham Lincoln: “It is the
duty of the Government to do for the
people what they need to have done
but cannot do themselves, or cannot
do so well, in their separate and individual capacities.”
That program of action is the public works program which I believe
must be the stabilizer of our whole
economic system in the years to come.
It will be a balance wheel, speeding up
the economic machinery when private
industry alone is unable to carry the
burden, and reducing its speed when
private industry gathers momentum,
puts men back at work, and is able to
carry on.
The United States Housing Act of
1937 establishes for the first time in
the history of this nation such a balance wheel in the form of a long-range
and carefully-planned public works
housing program.
This housing program is, in fact,
a public works program of the finest
kind. It does not compete with private enterprise. Public housing under
the United States Housing Authority
program will serve only those low-income families for whom private enterprise will not build because it cannot build at a profit.
The housing
program is a program of construction,
not of projects of temporary or doubtful value, but of permanent community assets which conserve and produce
wealth.
The housing program is a
program of employment, not for jobs
of an irregular or relief nature, but
instead for useful employment under
normal business conditions at fair and
reasonable wages.
Public works so
planned and so conceived are, in my
belief, the heart of any long-term
program for economic stability.
One more thing I must say, that is
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on my mind and in my heart in speaking to this great Labor gathering.
The first act of a dictator, wherever
he arises, is to crush the organized
labor movement.
Dictators are
moved to take such action because the
principles of organized labor are a
direct contradiction of that organized
despotism which is called “dictatorship.” If every dictator, as one of his
first moves, seeks to crush the labor
movement, it is fitting that labor understand the challenge implicit in that
act.
Destruction of the labor movement
carries with it the ruin of all those
great institutions for the protection
of individual liberties and the improvement of human living conditions
which flourish under a democracy.
Organized labor must assume the responsibilty of maintaining itself by
maintaining that democratic form of
government under which alone it can
continue to exist.
The staunchest barrier to protect
civilized democratic countries from
being engulfed by the tides of dictatorship, whether Communist or Fascist, must be organized labor.
In its
struggle to achieve and preserve the
rights of the laboring man, labor will
be preserving the rights and the liberties of the whole American people.
I was told this morning when I arrived in this town that we make a distinction between the United States
Housing Authority and the Federal
Housing Administration, of which
Stewart McDonald
is Administrator. The Federal Housing Administration insures loans to private
builders to erect housing projects. The
United States Housing Authority
lends funds to public agencies, local
housing administrations for demolish-

ing slums and rebuilding houses for
those formerly obliged to live in the
slums. So far as I know, the United
States Housing Authority has not
built a single house except to house a
slum dweller. We finance the rehousing of slum dwellers.
The Federal
Housing Administration assures loans
to private builders to put up houses
for those who can afford to pay the
whole rent.
It will interest the citizens of Texas to know that the cities
in which construction is going ahead
are New York and Buffalo, and I am
told the bids will be open for Austin,
Texas, soon, and it will be the third
city in which construction will go on.
To criticize is the right and duty of
a friend, and I ask you as friends of
the housing movement to criticize
freely and frankly what we have done
and what we are doing. The law requires that the prevailing wage shall
be paid in all these projects. We have
in setting these prevailing wages the
intention to pay fair union rates. We
have made provision, in addition, that
collective bargaining shall be provided
for.
We have made provision for
safety of the workers, pay for overtime, and provided that complaints
shall be investigated promptly.
If there is anything that we have
not done wisely, I ask you as friends
to let us have your criticism.
What
do you think of our efficiency? What
do you think of the relationship that
has been established between the
United States Housing Authority and
the local housing authorities?
Have
we erred on the side of not giving
them enough and not compelling them
to conform to the sound building
standards? Or have we erred on the
other side and been guilty of that thing
which to me is particularly objection-
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U. S. HOUSING PROGRAM
able, domination from Washington?
Let me have your criticism as friends,
because to you we must look for guidance and the continuing policies of
education in the local communities.
But criticism is only part of your
job. I want to urge you seriously to
take your responsibilities as they
should be taken. There are nineteen
states that have not any legislation on
their statute books to enable them to
participate in the United States Housing Authority program.
What are
you going to do to put your shoulders
to the wheel and have such legislation,
so that when you meet again in convention, forty-eight states will have that
legislative provision.
On November 1, 1937, there were
forty housing authorities in this country. Actually only about twenty-two
of them were alive and active. Today
we are working with 205 housing authorities. How many will there be in
another year? In England they have
15,000 local housing authorities.
There should be a housing authority
in every community that has slums
and it is difficult to find a city that
hasn’t a slum area.
We have another job to do and that
is to form an educated public opinion
in every city to cooperate effectively
and to plan slum clearance and rehousing on a ten-year basis. That is
the only way you can plan to have
cities that are fit to live in.
The well being of the family, it is
coming to be recognized, is in the end
what determines the well being of society as a whole, and therefore more
and more men concerned with the national welfare have come to the belief
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that we must do something to end the
alternating cycles of hope and despair,
of production and idleness which have
been the economic history of our country.
The cause of idleness here, as everybody agrees, is paralysis, paralysis of
capital, paralysis of machines, paralysis of men.
Capital is idle and unemployed, machines are idle and unemployed, men are idle and unemployed.
If the cause is paralysis, the cure must
be activity and the opportunity for
every man to work who wants to work.
We have got to provide for that activity in the future. Plan now so that
our national industrial life will not be
paralyzed by another depression.
Translated into practical terms, that
means a public works program,
Plan
carefully and be ready to shoot at the
first sign of depression. Our program
involves no competition with private
housing, for the USHA will finance
housing only for those families living
in a slum for which private industry
will not build because it cannot build
at a profit. The United States Housing Authority has a program that is
not a program of producing things of
doubtful value, it provides for producing that most needed thing in
America, decent houses for slum
dwellers.
And so we have a program launched
and going. We have a great organization of labor which in the past has,
in fact, been effective in launching the
movement upon which we must rely
now to cooperate with us to render
that program effective throughout the
country.
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in the county or county borough. Onefifth, of whom at least two must be
women (in the case of larger committees), are appointed by the county or
county borough council. Of the remaining one-fifth two are medical
practitioners approved by the county
council and the remainder are appointed by the Minister of Health.
3. Local Medical Committees,
which consist of both private and insurance doctors of the county and
county borough. These committees
must be consulted by the insurance
committees on all questions affecting
the administration of medical benefits.
4. Panel Committees, composed
entirely of doctors, three-fourths of
whom must be insurance practitioners
or insurance doctors, and they act
chiefly as consultative and review
boards.
5. Pharmaceutical
Committees,
whose membership is identical with
that of the medical committees with
respect to pharmacists.

‘HE British compulsory health
insurance scheme covering medical care, illness, and invalidity
for all workers between the ages of
16 and 65 and for non-manual workers whose incomes do not exceed £250
or $1200 per annum has been in operation since 1912. The original act
has been changed and modified many
times to meet changing conditions;
but basically the scheme now in operation is that introduced in 1912. In
1925 the Widows’, Orphans’ and Old
Age Contributory pension scheme was
made essentially a part of the health
insurance scheme and compulsory contributions are divided between the two
funds.
Administration
The administration of the scheme
is centered in the Ministry of Health
where the National Health Insurance
Joint Committee representing Wales,
Scotland, Northern Ireland, and England acts in matters common to all,
especially with regard to actuarial
aspects of the scheme.
Five local units under the supervision of the central agency administer the details of the scheme. The
local units are:

Contributions
The scheme is supported by flat
rate contributions from employers,
employees and the government, and
are not conditioned upon or adjusted
to either wage rates or age of the
insured contributor.
The following
table shows the rates of contributions
by employers and employees for
health insurance and old age pensions.
Insured male contributors and their
employers each pay approximately 18
cents a week for both health and old
age insurance. Female workers contribute 12 cents and their employers
14 cents per week. The government’s
share is the payment of one-seventh in

1. Approved Societies, which are
the insurance carriers, and to one of
which each insured worker usually
belongs.
2. Insurance Committees, which
operate in each county and county
borough. The membership of these
committees may not be less than
twenty nor more than forty, threefifths of which represent insured persons elected by the approved societies
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lost, and any expense incurred
the case of men and one-fifth in the
case of women of the total cost of through loss of medical benefit.
benefits and local administrative costs,
Benefit Payments
and the entire cost of the central administrative machinery.
Approximately 17,230,000 workOrdinarily the employer makes his ers, between the ages of 16 and 65,
contribution by purchasing from the
are covered by the act including agripost office health insurance stamps in cultural and domestic workers. When
a worker takes a job in an insured ocsufficient amount to cover his payroll.
These stamps are affixed to the insur- cupation he automatically comes under
the law, and for every week during
ance card which are the personal propwhich he is employed he must pay 9
erty of each insured employee, and
the amount due from the employee in cents for health and 9 cents for pensions for a total of 50 weeks in each
payment of his contribution is decontributive year.
ducted from his wages. To facilitate
The worker applies for membership
the clerical work involved, cards may
in
any approved society, which may be
be stamped in half-yearly periods.
- the union of his trade or any one of
Failure to make contributions,
many forms of benefit and fraternal
fraudulent practices in the deduction
associations which has been an imporof amounts due on the worker’s actant factor in British social life for
count and noncompliance with any of
years before the establishment of nathe provisions of the act or regulations
tional health insurance. He enrolls in
of the system, are subject to fine. If a society and secures a contribution
an employer’s default in the payment
card which becomes his record of payof contributions results in the loss of ments under the system. He also reinsurance benefits by one of his emceives from the insurance committee
ployees, the injured employee or his of his district a medical card which
society on his behalf, may recover
gives information on procedure. His
summarily from the employer as a
society provides him with a list of
civil debt the amount of the benefit
panel doctors; these lists are also
Normal Rate of Compulsory Weekly Contributions to Health Insurance and
Pension Systems in England
MEN

Women

Normal Weekly
hat.

Employer.........
Employee.........
MR wesécaus

Insurance

tae
Pensions

rae
ae

.og¢*
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.og¢
.o9¢

.18¢
-18¢

.18¢

.18¢

.36¢

For Heath | For
Insurance
Pensions

|

is
ota

.0g¢
.08¢

.os¢
.04¢

.14¢
.12¢

.17¢

.og¢

.26¢

* Monetary computations throughout this article are made at the rate of 2 cents to the pence,
24 cents to the shilling, and $4.80 to the pound.
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posted in the post offices. He chooses
as his physician anyone whose name
appears on his list and who practices
in his neighborhood.
He then presents his medical card to the doctor
he selects. If the doctor accepts the
insured worker as a patient, which he
is not obliged to do, he signs the
worker’s medical card and returns it
to the insurance committee. This committee then adds the name of the patient to the doctor’s list and sends him
an official record card for his use in
treating the new patient.
A majority of insured workers have
no preference in the matter of doctors, and while it is their privilege to
make their own selections from the
entire panel, they in fact do not do so.
The “beautiful doctor-patient relationship” which was thought to exist
in average British working-class families turned out to be a myth when
tested by health insurance procedure.
If the insured worker has no preference he is assigned to a panel doctor
by the insurance committee. The patient may change doctors if he is dissatisfied and the doctor may drop a
particular patient upon notice to the
insurance committee.
The health insurance scheme provides for four types of benefits; medical, sickness, disablement, and maternity benefits.
Medical Benefit
The right to medical benefit begins
as soon as the worker becomes an employed contributor and is retained as
long as he is insured employment.
The worker continues to receive medical benefit even though he is unable
to make contributions for extended
periods of time and the benefit continues after the insured worker be-

comes a pensioner at the age of sixty.
five.
Medical benefit does not entail any
cash payment to the beneficiary. It is
a right to free medical attendance and
treatment by a practicing physician.
It also gives to the worker free medicines and other curative agencies
which the physician prescribes. It
does not include hospital care, or any
extraordinary service or treatment requiring highly specialized skill, and it
does not include care of eyes or teeth,
In other words it provides for more
or less routine treatment of acute, recurrent, and chronic illnesses by a general practitioner using the customary
drugs and appliances, which are obtained by the patient from the insurance druggists.
Sickness Benefit
In addition to medical benefit the
insured worker is entitled to sickness
benefit which is a periodical payment
in money to compensate for the loss
of wages during illness. This benefit
is paid for any illness, except a compensable occupational disease or disability due to industrial injury, which
results in incapacity for work for
more than three days. Payment begins after the third day and continues
for the period of total incapacity up
to a maximum of 26 weeks. To qualify for the receipt of a partial sickness
benefit an employed contributor must
have been in insured employment and
have made payments for 26 weeks.
To qualify for full benefit the worker
must have made 104 contributions.
The partial benefit, which is a flat
rate, is $2.16 per week for men and
$1.80 for women, after 26 weeks but
before 104 weeks in insurable employment. The full benefit which is paid
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BRITISH HEALTH
after 104 weeks in insurable employment and 104 contributions, amounts
to $3.60 per week for men, $2.40 for
married women and $2.88 for unmarried women. These rates are subject
to reduction if the employed contributor is in unexcused arrears, however
contributions are not required during
weeks of illness for which benefit is
paid.
If the employed contributor is unable to work after three days of illness, he reports that fact to his approved society and obtains from his
panel doctor a “first certificate of incapacity for work.” This certificate
states the illness or cause of disability.
In case the patient remains ill for
more than eight days, the doctor
issues intermediate certificates weekly
to the patient. Upon recovery the
doctor certifies that the patient will
be able to return to work the day
following his last examination.
If the illness is one which requires
treatment in a hospital, the benefit is
not paid directly to the patient. It
may be paid to his dependents, or if
he has none, to his creditors, including
the hospital upon his consent. In any
of these cases, any unexpended balance
is payable to the patient upon his discharge from the hospital.
If the patient exhausts his full 26
weeks’ sickness benefit during a contribution year he is not entitled to further sickness benefit until 12 months
after the end of the 26 weeks. When
a disabling sickness lasts more than
26 weeks, the benefit payable changes
from the sickness benefit to the disablement benefit.
Disablement Benefit
This benefit is a continuation of the
sickness benefit at lower rates. Men
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receive $1.80 per week; unmarried
women $1.44; and married women
$1.20. This benefit is subject to the
same conditions and regulations as
those governing sickness benefit, and
is paid in the same manner. This benefit has a two-fold purpose. One is to
afford some slight protection in cases
of prolonged illness that could not
reasonably be carried by the sickness
funds. While this period may be indefinite, it presupposes ultimate return
to working capacity in insurable employment. On the other hand disablement benefit may become, in case of
permanent disability, an invalidity
pension to which the patient is entitled, until he reaches the age of 65
when he automatically becomes eligible for the old age pension.
Maternity Benefit
The maternity benefit is conferred
upon all male and female employed
contributors alike. It amounts to a
lump sum payment of £4 or approximately $19.20, and becomes payable
after 42 weeks in insurable employment, and 42 contributions.
In the
case of a male worker this benefit is
an outright payment to his wife upon
the birth of a child. In the practical
operation of the scheme all insured
women, whether married or not, upon
giving birth to a child receive the maternity benefit of £4 or approximately
$19.20. Most of the approved societies rule that a woman member may
not return to work for four weeks
following childbirth, and she is not
entitled to sickness benefits during this
period.
Additional Benefits
One of the most important duties
of the approved societies in connection
with the national health insurance
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scheme is to administer their finances
in such an efficient manner as to be
able to give additional benefits to their
members. The form which these additional benefits may take is determined
by the law and the available funds of
the society. Additional benefits fall
into two classes. One pertains to the
liberalization of the statutory benefits
such as reducing the waiting period
from three days to one day and increasing the regular weekly benefit.
The other class provides treatment
not provided for in the act such as
dental and surgical treatment as well
as hospitalization.
One of the chief criticisms directed
against the approved society method
of administration is that considerable
inequality results in the matter of additional benefits. Since the poorer societies are not able to give their members the benefits provided by the more
wealthy societies dissatisfaction and
friction arises among the total membership. To meet this defect, the
pooling of surplus funds is advocated
as a means of securing more equitable
distribution of advantages possible
under the system.
The Position of the Doctor
Any registered physician in good
standing has a right to become a panel
doctor and provide the kind of medical care usually understood by the
term “general practice”. There are
approximately 1600 panel doctors in
the national health insurance system,
each serving groups of insured workers ranging from 100 to 4,000 in number. Panel doctors are paid for their
services to insured workers out of the
health insurance funds. The system
assures to each insurance doctor a
reasonable income over and above his

earnings from private practice. For
example, a doctor with 1,000 patients
on his insurance list would be assured
an income of nearly $2,000 a year
over and above his private practice.
In addition to the professional
duties of the doctor which are to keep
the patient well, he must keep case
histories and records in standard
forms supplied by the insurance committee, and issue certificates of incapacity for work. Doctors in rural and
isolated districts where pharmacy service is inadequate may, and frequently
do, dispense drugs and supplies.
The work of panel doctors is supervised through local medical service
sub-committees.
An appeal may be
taken to the minister of health against
the committee, in which case the minister’s decision is final. The doctors’
work may also be supervised through
the regional medical staff attached to
the Ministry of Health. As a result
of these two checks, the efficiency of
panel doctors is assured.
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The Position of the Druggist
The
administrative
relation
of
druggists to the health insurance system is practically the same as that of
the doctors. Any registered pharmacist may become a panel druggist,
and receive the patronage of insured
workers. Drug price lists are issued
monthly by the Ministry of Health,
and the local insurance committee fix
the price for each prescription at a
figure which protects the patient and
guarantees a fair profit to the druggist. The druggist submits the insurance prescriptions dispensed by him
to the insurance committee as his
vouchers of services rendered. Supervision, complaints and discipline are
handled as in the case of panel doctors.
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BRITISH HEALTH
The Approved Society
The approved society system came
into existence by the adaptation of
machinery which for many years had
functioned in the field of voluntary
insurance to the compulsory health
insurance plan. In 1912 when public
health insurance was inaugurated, approximately one-third of the working
population had membership in various
voluntary organizations dispensing insurance. Such organizations, because
of their long experience and the representative character of their membership, were regarded as the logical
units through which the national compulsory plan should be administered.
They were therefore given official
recognition and made a part of the
national system upon approval of
their constitution and aims by the
Minister of Health.
Approximately 900 self-governing
approved societies are identified with
the health insurance scheme. Many
of these have branch organizations,
bringing the total to about 6,000.
The membership of these organizations range from 50 to 2,000. No insured worker may be a member in
more than one approved society for
insurance purposes, however he has
the right to transfer from one to another by paying a transfer fee of 2
shillings, unless objection is raised by
the society and sustained by higher
authority. The society may under certain conditions expel a member.
These approved societies are the
insurance carriers, and are credited in
the national health insurance fund
with the amount of money represented
by the stamps on the contribution
cards of their members. This credit
is drawn upon for the payment of
benefits and administration expenses
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of the societies, to both of which the
national treasury makes a proportionate contribution of one-seventh the
amount due on the account of payments to men, and one-fifth to women.
Deposit Contributors’

Fund

This fund is set up to serve those
employed contributors to health insurance who for any reason do not or
cannot acquire membership in an approved society. The fund is administered through insurance committees,
and consists of two sections with differing benefit features. The main sections cover persons who from choice
or from reasons other than ill health
are not members of approved societies. The second section takes care
of insured workers who are refused
membership in the approved societies
because of poor health. Members of
the first section receive a somewhat
smaller statutory benefit than members of an approved society. They are
not entitled to additional benefits.
Members of the second section receive
the same benefits as members of approved societies, but are not allowed
extra-statutory privileges.
Compulsory health insurance is an
established institution in British life
and like all institutions its destiny is
closely related to the economic, political and social changes that will take
place in England and the world in the
coming decades. The sickness benefit
under the system seems very small and
there is no provision for the medical
care of dependents, except when provided by approved societies as additional benefits. Funeral benefits are
non-existent and no provision is made
for special medical care or hospital
service. In spite of these defects it
may be said that great progress has
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been made. After a thorough study
of every phase of the problem the
British Royal Commission on National Health Insurance came to the
following conclusions:
“‘(a) Large numbers, indeed whole
classes of persons are now receiving a_
real medical attention which they formerly did not receive at all.
“(b) The number of practitioners
in proportion to the population in
densely populated areas has increased.
““(c) The amount and character of
the medical attention given is superior
to that formerly given in the best of
the old clubs, and immensely superior
to that given in the great majority of
the clubs which were far from the
best.

THE

“*(d) Illness is now coming under
skilled observation and treatment at
an earlier stage than was formerly
the case.
“(e) Speaking generally, the work
of practitioners has been given a bias
towards prevention which
was formerly not so marked.
“(f) Clinical records have been or
are being provided which may be
made of great service in relation to
medical research and public health.
“(g) Codperation among practitioners is being encouraged to an increasing degree.
“(h) There is now a more marked
recognition than formerly of the collective responsibility of the profession
to the community in respect to all
health matters.”
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UNVANQUISHED

Gone now is summer, that danced between the rows
Of phlox and blue delphinium; that laid
Her golden touch where still the crimson blows
Of queenly roses in the wall’s brief shade.
Summer is gone, and here last night the frost
Laid silver seal on bark and leaf and stone.
The wind is crying now for something lost;
The pine lets fall a brown and sticky cone.
But where the proud stems droop there lies too deep
For sight, perennial seeds that will not yield
To winter save as those who lightly sleep
While one short season reaps the resting field:
No blade of cold will strike into the core
Of what sheds blossom but to bloom the more!
ELEANOR ALLETTA CHAFFEE, Spirit.
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(Summary of Recommendations)
A.

Recommendations

one year preceding the death of the
husband.
VI. A dependent child of a currently insured individual upon the latter’s death prior to age 65 should
receive an orphan’s benefit, and a
widow of a currently insured individual, provided she has in her care one
or more dependent children of the deceased husband, should receive a
widow’s benefit.
VII. The provision of benefits to
an insured person who becomes permanently and totally disabled and to
his dependents is socially desirable.
On this point the Council is in unanimous agreement. There is difference
of opinion, however, as to the timing
of the introduction of these benefits.
Some members of the Council favor
the immediate inauguration of such
benefits. Other members believe that
on account of additional costs and
administrative difficulties, the problem
should receive further study.
VIII. In order to compensate in
part for the additional cost of the
additional benefits herein recommended, the benefits payable to individuals as single annuitants after the
plan has been in operation a number
of years should be reduced below
those now incorporated in Title II.
If the national income should increase
in future years, these reductions may
not be necessary.
IX. The death benefit payable on
account of coverage under the system
should be strictly limited in amount
and payable on the death of any eligible individual.

on benefits

I. The average old-age benefits
payable in the early years under Title
II should be increased.
II. The eventual annual cost of the
insurance benefits now recommended,
in relation to covered payroll and
from whatever source financed, should
not be increased beyond the eventual
annual disbursements under the 1935
Act.
III. The enhancement of the early
old-age benefits under the system
should be partly attained by the
method of paying in the case of a
married annuitant a supplementary
allowance on behalf of an aged wife
equivalent to fifty per cent of the husband’s own benefit; provided, that
should a wife after attaining age 65
be otherwise eligible to a benefit in
her own right which is larger in
amount than the wife’s allowance payable to her husband on her behalf,
the benefit payable to her in her own
right will be substituted for the wife’s
allowance.
IV. The minimum age of a wife
for eligibility under the provision for
wives’ supplementary
allowances
should be 65 years; provided, that
marital status had existed prior to
the husband’s attainment of age 60.
V. The widow of an insured
worker, following her attainment of
age 65, should receive an annuity
bearing a reasonable relationship to
the worker’s annuity; provided, that
marital status had existed prior to the
husband’s attainment of age 60 and
159
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X. The payment of old-age benefits should be begun on January 1,
1940.
B.

Recommendations

on coverage

I. The employees of private nonprofit religious, charitable, and educational institutions now excluded from
coverage under Titles II and VIII
should immediately be brought into
coverage under the same provisions
of these Titles as affect other covered
groups.
II. The coverage of farm employees and domestic employees under Titles II and VIII is socially desirable and should take effect, if administratively possible, by January 1,
1940.
III. The old-age insurance program should be extended as soon as
feasible to include additional groups
not included in the previous recommendations of the Council and studies
should be made of the administrative,
legal, and financial problems involved
in the coverage of self-employed persons and governmental employees.
C.

Recommendations on finance

I. Since the nation as a whole, independent of the beneficiaries of the
system, will derive a benefit from the
old-age security program, it is appropriate that there be Federal financial
participation in the old-age insurance
system by means of revenues derived
from sources other than payroll taxes.
II. The principal of distributing
the eventual cost of the old-age insurance system by means of approximately equal contributions by employers, employees, and the government is sound and should be definitely
set forth in the law when tax provisions are amended.

III. The introduction of a definite
program of Federal financial participation in the system will affect the
consideration of the future rates of
taxes on employers and employees
and their relation to future benefit
payments.
IV. The financial program of the
system should embody provision for
a reasonable contingency fund to insure the ready payment of benefits at
all times and to avoid abrupt changes
in tax and contribution rates.
V. The planning of the old-age insurance program must take full account of the fact that, while disbursements for benefits are relatively small
in the early years of the program, far
larger total disbursements are inevitable in the future. No benefits should
be promised or implied which cannot
be safely financed not only in the early
years of the program but when workers now young will be old.
VI. Sound presentation of the government’s financial position requires
full recognition of the obligations implied in the entire old-age security
program and treasury reports should
annually estimate the load of future
benefits and the probable product of
the associated tax program.
VII. The receipts of the taxes
levied in Title VIII of the law, less
the costs of collection, should through
permanent appropriation be credited
automatically to an old-age insurance
fund and not to the general fund for
later appropriation to the account, in
whole or in part, as Congress may
see fit. It is believed that. such an arrangement will be constitutional.
VIII. The old-age insurance fund
should specifically be made a trust
fund, with designated trustees acting
on the behalf of the prospective bene-

HEART’S DEFENSE
ficiaries of the program. The trust
fund should be dedicated exclusively
to the payment of the benefits provided under the program, and in limited part, to the costs necessary to the
administration of the program.
IX. The consideration of change
in the tax schedule under Title VIII
of the law should be postponed until
after the rates of 114 per cent each
on employer and employee are in effect
since information will not be available
for some time concerning (a) tax collections under varying conditions, (b)
effective coverage under taxes and
benefits, (c) average covered earnings, period of coverage, time of retirement, and average amount of
benefits, (d) the possibilities of covering farm labor, domestic employees
or self-employed persons, and (e) the
possibilities of introducing new types
of benefits.
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X. The problem of the timing of
the contributions by the government,
taking into account the changing balance between payroll tax income and
benefit disbursements, is of such importance as to require thorough study
as information is available.
XI. Following the accumulation of
such information, this problem should
be restudied for report not later than
January 1, 1942, as to the proper
planning of the program of payroll
taxes and governmental contributions
to the old-age insurance system thereafter, since by that time experience
on the basis of five years of tax collections and two years of benefit payments (provided the present Act is
amended to that effect) will be available. Similar studies should be made
at regular intervals following 1942.

DEFENSE

While they are yet so small, I must prepare
My heart’s defense. Let me be aware
Of present joys, clearly to know and see
Each day’s bright blessing. Ever may I be
Vibrant to simple chords, gathering strength
From homely, happy things so when, at length,
That quiet morning comes when I shall rise
To tend a childless house, I may have eyes
Quite tearless and a grateful heart to sing
A muted song of praise, remembering
How dear they were, yet glad my heart could know
Wisdom and love enough to let them go.
EsTHER BARRETT ARGO, .Spirit.
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been privileged to represent the American Federation of Labor as a member of
President Roosevelt’s Commission to
study labor relations in Great Britain
and Sweden, I am glad to present to
the delegates at this Convention a personal report on the activities of that
Commission.
As you may know, my appointment
was announced just as we were concluding the annual meeting of the
International Labor Organization.
This enabled me to reach Great Britain several days before some of the
other members.
Also I was aided by
the assistance of my fellow delegates
at Geneva, and especially by my associates on the Governing Body of the
International Labor Organization
with whom I have served since my
election to that group last summer.
Our studies in Britain were factual.
We were not instructed to seek any
formula for use in the United States
and we were not told to compare British or Swedish experience with the
National Labor Relations Act. President Roosevelt wanted “an impartial
report which will portray the real situation that prevails in British industries.” Later he extended that study
to include Sweden.
Before attempting to summarize
those facts, I want to make a few personal observations, especially about
the Britishsystem. Themanagementof
British labor relations evolved in sub* Report to the American Federation of Labor
Convention, Houston, Texas.
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stance before and during the World
War. It developed at a stage of economic development which was far less
concentrated and complicated then.
The industrialists had waged bitter
warfare against unions, but they did it
at an earlier stage of development.
They had exhausted that method and
were reaching the truce stage in industrial relations before the tremendous
production problems of the World
War made it absolutely necessary to
accomplish a better understanding.
Today militant trade unionism is
demonstrated at the conference table
rather than on the picket line. Basic
economic reforms are being sought
through the Labor Party and unions
are concentrating upon wages, hours
and conditions of work. Union leaders are patient, skilled negotiators,
familiar with the precise details of intricate agreements.
But I give credit for the basic harmony which prevails not to the labor
unions themselves alone.
They
created the basis for respect when they
proved their mettle on the picket lines.
They showed they would and could
fight for their principles and objectives. But it takes two to create peace
and in industrial relations the lead
must come from the employers because they have the choice as to where
the duel for progress is to be fought.
The British employer by and large
has chosen to build his employment
policies by negotiations and confidence.
Time after time I asked the
same questions—“How do you try to
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LABOR RELATIONS IN GREAT BRITAIN AND SWEDEN
settle disputes,” I would ask.
“Do
you hire strikebreakers, bring in thugs
with guns and gas, use stool pigeons
or stooges?”
And every time I got
the same answer.
That answer was
“no.”
We prefer to have strong
unions which truly represent our workers and can carry out agreements.
When disputes arise, it is time for concentrating harder on finding a solution.”
I was also told that the use of strike
breakers in Great Britain does occur,
and is causing much concern.
But I
was told that the employers concerned
are American corporations which
haven’t yet been brought to realize
that in Great Britain they don’t do
things that way!
So in stating my brief summary of
our factual findings, please bear in
mind that I am not recommending
British or Swedish methods in the
United States today.
We cannot
adopt their methods, because we confront conditions which England outgrew more than twenty years ago. We
can, I think, develop similar methods
when we have completed the job of
organizing and have consolidated
strong national unions. We can operate in peace when our strength has
shown employers the wisdom of living
in peace with us.
There is no single formula for labor
organization in Britain nor any specific
policy as to how labor relations shall
be conducted.
Unions exist on a
purely local or regional basis as well
as on a national basis. About 5,300,000 members are reported by unions
in Great Britain and Ireland. That figure represents about 40 per cent of the
eligible working population.
These
organizations have grown up over a
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period of years rather than from high
pressure organization campaigns.
A characteristic feature is the administrative character of the unions’
executives.
They usually are appointed by elected executive councils
to continue in office during good behavior. Pensions are payable upon retirement. These officials are charged
with administering the benefit funds
held by the unions as well as with negotiating contractual agreements and
maintaining discipline.
The most striking difference between British and American policy is
that the National Government seeks
to encourage the establishment of
strong national organization of employers and workers, and to interfere
only where these organizations fail to
establish or maintain a satisfactory
relationship.
What impressed me most were the
demonstrations of employer effort to
induce workers to join these appropriate unions.
Full page advertisements in the newspapers and bulletin
board notices were used in several industries urging workers for their own
advantage to join their unions.
In
this country we might suspect company unions, but in Britain the motive
is to secure a maximum union membership so as to limit the effectiveness and
scope of competition by employers outside of the trade association.
I found that these same employers’ associations were in many instances originally formed to combat
labor unions.
The World War
brought a major change in attitudes.
The Government decided to use the
employer and worker organizations as
agencies for promoting industrial
peace. The coming of peace in 1918
did not interrupt the growth of the
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practice. Many joint industrial councils were set up by organized employers and workers.
Employers had
found that stability could be maintained in this manner.
Today, in Britain, organized
groups are working in accordance with
the agreements reached in conference
between these groups. Strikes or lockouts are not many. During strikes no
effort is made to employ strikebreakers, spies or stool pigeons, and guns or
gas is never used. Usually the plant
stops production while negotiations
are speedily conducted.
While the Commission, by instruction and with my whole hearted assent did not make any recommendations, I think the moral will be clear
to anyone who reads our report.
A
fair measure of industrial peace rules,
because organized employers and organized workers are actually working
under a partnership on a business-like
basis of mutual respect.
Unions in
Britain do not have to be fighting organizations struggling against constant sabotage.
While seeing the obvious moral, I
confess I see little hope of translating
this practice into our country at this
time.
If our report serves to make
industrialists review their own labor
policy, however, I think we may look
forward to a rapid evolution in this
country along the lines slowly developed in Britain.
In my opinion the government in
Britain has been able to avoid taking
an active part in industrial relations,
because of the deep-seated habit of
Britishers to rely primarily upon
slowly developed rules of conduct.
Their laws are in generalities with the
details to be worked out by the fairly
well balanced parties who have a mu-

tual attitude of respect. Some of
the British laws might be used by
American judges to root out trade
Unionism, but in Britain their general
terms are not perverted to partisan
advantage.
The Trades Dispute Act of 1927
provides immunity to unions from lawsuit except when the dispute is for illegal purposes or to coerce the government, either directly or by inflicting
hardships on the community.
Unions are not incorporated, in fact
are not permitted to be incorporated.
They may “register” or secure a “‘certificate.”
Registration provides concurrent evidence that the group is a
trade union, and entitled to the immunities from suit granted by the acts
of 1871 and 1906.
Registration requires the filing of rules, objectives,
and the availability of its books and
membership for inspection by anyone
having an interest in its funds.
A
limited exemption from taxation of
its benefit funds is provided. Half of
the unions with three-quarters of the
total membership are registered.
Some unions prefer the certificate
which gives convenient legal proof of
its status, but does not necessitate the
filing of copies of rules or accounts
except for political purposes.
Under the 1927 Act, civil servants,
except industrial workers, are prevented from belonging to unions which
are afhliated with the trade union
movement.
So far as “peaceful persuasion” is
concerned, picketing is authorized, the
purpose being to peacefully persuade
a person to work or not to work, except that it must not be in such numbers or in such manner as to intimidate the individual, or to cause a
breach of the peace.
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LABOR RELATIONS IN GREAT BRITAIN AND SWEDEN
Such words can mean a lot or a
little. In practice little violence exists.
The reason is primarily because of the
BRP
<op,
general practice of closing down the
plant if a substantial strike takes place,
and to reopen only after the controversy has been settled by negotiation.
Confidence exists that conference will
bring amicable and prompt settlement.
Strikebreaking is contrary to the genEET:
eral attitude that the “job belongs to
lan
SAA
Sencha
CI
Ac.
the man,” and in well organized industries because of the difficulty of obAve.
e
taining replacements. The employers
with rare exceptions choose to maintain decent relations with their workers in the belief that it will be best
in the long run.
Collective bargaining is voluntary.
otWisedeess
owedhe,
Agreements cannot be enforced at
law.
If a local union stages an unauthorized strike, the national officers
can and do interfere and discipline
them.
Replacement of workers may
even be resorted to.
But negotiations in local disputes are the regular procedure. Direct negotiations between the interested parties are preferred to district
and even to national unions and associations if not settled in the first instance. Then, the points at issue are
settled by individuals not directly involved in the dispute. Basic changes
in wages and hours are nearly always
negotiated by the national unions with
the national employers associations.
Trade boards may be established by
the Ministry of Labor in any trade in
which “‘no adequate machinery exists
for the effective regulation of wages
throughout the trade.” These boards
are appointed by the Minister of Labor from nominees submitted by employers and workers.
These boards
study and negotiate their decisions
PS
ii
ta»ie
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which then are submitted to Parliament.
Fair wage clauses are put in
Government contracts by the various
government departments.
It will be
noted that the Government intervenes
only where effective voluntary collective bargaining does not exist.
This situation may explain the different concept of political action with
the Government relying on voluntary
bargaining for their basic industrial
relations; political action is essentially
a matter for social legislation.
In
Britain we found agreement that the
social legisiation is one of the basic
causes for good industrial relations
because of its influence on the lives of
workers.
Aside from the shortening of the
work week from 54 to 48 or even less
hours per week, and the rise in the
level of real wages by 16 per cent since
1924,theprovisions forunemployment
insurance, old age pensions, medical
aid with compensation and improved
housing have been mainstays in the
existence of harmonious relations.
Equal contributions by employers and
workers plus government aid are used
to finance the insurance and pensions.
Grants are used to cover the extra cost
for decent housing between actual cost
and what the tenant can afford to pay.
Labor in Britain does resent the
limitations upon political activities
contained in the 1927 Act because they
view it as an attempt to impede the
Labor Party. All trade unions must
file an annual account of their political
funds and since 1927, individual members must sign and file with the trade
union a written notice of his willingness to make a political contribution
through the union.
Previously such
union donations were permissible un-
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less the individual ‘‘contracted himself
He may intervene on his own motion
out” of the union donation.
if negotiations are deadlocked.
His
It is more significant, I believe, that
proposals are carefully studied and
in Britain the labor movement relies
have great influence, although not
mandatory.
Strikes or lock-outs may
on peaceful negotiations with the employer group in an atmosphere of munot be undertaken without one week’s
tual respect and confidence so far as
notice to the other party and the conwages, hours and conditions are conciliator. Negotiation is the rule, both
cerned.
Political action is labor’s exon collective agreements and on dispression of its interests in foreign reputes.
The clear right to belong to
lations, and in broad domestic probunions was guaranteed by an Act
lems as well as social legislation.
passed in 1936.
In Sweden a situation of largely
Strikes and lock-outs occur today in
similar nature has developed over a
Sweden chiefly when efforts to atperiod of forty years.
The greater
tain a new collective agreement have
part of the labor market is covered by failed despite the procedure provided.
collective agreements between employThese strikes or lock-outs are usually
ers and workers’ organizations. Agrifree of violence partly because of reculture and forestry are not covered to
spect for law and order and partly
any substantial extent, as only about
because efforts to use strike-breakers
40 per cent of the workers are so covor other measures are seldom underered as against 60 per cent to nearly
taken by the employer.
90 per cent in other industries.
A tendency toward Government
These agreements in Sweden are
regulation is apparent in Sweden, but
legally binding and the employer is reso far the intervention has essentially
quired to extend these provisions to
been on the side of negotiation. Good
unorganized workers.
While the
relations have increased also because
agreement is in force, direct action
of good social legislation and the comay not be taken by either side to
operative movement which plays an
force a change.
important part in the life of Sweden.
A central State Labor Court hears
The character of labor leadership
disputes concerning the interpretation
in both Sweden and Britain has
or application of the agreement.
marched with the times away from
Three impartial members are apthe early eagerness to strike to an efpointed by the Crown, plus two reprefort to conduct harmonious relations.
sentatives each of employers and
In Britain and Sweden the law of
workers nominated by the respective
the land and public opinion alike creorganizations. No appeal is allowed.
ate a condition in which employers
Redress is decreed rather than fines
and workers bargain freely in a reguor imprisonment.
lar and orderly sort of way. And we
Direct negotiation is the rule with
shall be doing that, too, as soon as the
each side presenting full arguments
stockholding owners of our corporaand facts. Usually an impartial contions force their hired managers to
ciliator chosen from a panel provided
respect the real interests of the ownby the State is brought in before imers. Organization of workers cannot
portant negotiations can be concluded.
be suppressed or evaded.
a
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UNION

WITH

FACTS

HEN you want to know
about things that vitally concern your union program,
how can you get the facts? How do
you go about finding out exactly what
workmen’s compensation or unemployment benefits you may be entitled
to under your State law? Where do
you go for facts about your industry
that will help you in wage negotiations? If your union is taking a case
before the National Labor Relations
Board how can you be sure that you
are following the proper procedure
and are presenting the necessary evidence?
How do you determine the
standards to be written into an apprenticeship agreement and to be followed in training apprentices for your
trade? How can you find out about
practical safety measures and precautions against occupational disease in
your own line of work? Howcan you
find out how much you pay to your
city, State and national government
in taxes, how you pay these taxes and
what you get for your money? What
do you know about the machinery for
enforcing your State labor laws and
what do you want to know?
If a question like this comes up in
your meetings, the discussion from the
floor should bring out the experience
and the opinions of the members
present.
If it is important to your
union to have more information, you
may want to appoint a committee to
go further into the matter and to report back to some future meeting.
As in most committee work, a committee that is after information usually devotes its first meeting to plan167
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ning and dividing up the work to be
done.
Then at later meetings the
committee as a whole can go over the
facts which the members have dug
up or any significant opinions which
they have run into. From these committee meetings each member should
gain a clearer idea of his part of the
job and of how it fits into the whole
story.
In this way the committee
builds the facts toward the answers
for which the union is searching. As
a committee member, or in looking up
facts for yourself, you proceed in
about the same way, planning and
dividing up the work, going after one
set of facts after another and assembling them to point toward the answer to your question.
Stating Your Question
When you turn to other people for
facts, put your questions so that they
will understand what you are looking
for. If you want to know what compensation a worker is entitled to under your State law, your questions boil
down to such things as the weekly
benefit rates, their relation to the
weekly wage, the maximum and minimum rates under the law and whether
workers are likely to receive the maximum or the minimum benefits, how
long benefits are payable, what a
worker has to do to get them, and
what legal or administrative hurdles
he is up against in presenting his claim.
To know your firm’s financial standing before presenting terms for an
agreement, you want the firm’s income account and balance sheet so as
to see how much money it is making,
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how much goes to wages, how much
to reserves and dividends, and how
much more could have gone to wages
without showing an operating loss.
You will want to know the volume of
the firm’s business, the demands for
the product and something about the
competing or branch plants, what
they are earning and what wages they
are paying. To understand how your
State Labor Department
operates
you may want to look into one branch
like the inspection service—how that
service is set up, how it spends its
appropriation, its rules and regulations for enforcing specific laws, the
qualifications and the duties of the
staff, how they go about their work,
and how they follow up inspection.
Where

to Look

for the Facts

For information which you cannot
secure yourself at first hand the best
places to go are usually your union
headquarters, the public library, your
State or some nearby university, and
the appropriate government agency.
In looking for the facts, the closer
you are to the original information—
that is, to where the facts happen or
to the first-hand reports of what happens—the nearer, generally speaking,
you are to the truth.
The farther
your information is from the actual
facts, the greater the likelihood that
the truth is stretched or distorted—
not intentionally, but because different
people look upon different things as
being important.
It is like the children’s game of gossip, where each
child repeats to his neighbor on the
right what has been whispered to him
by the child on his left, until what the
last child repeats out loud bears little
resemblance to what the first child
whispered to his neighbor.

That is why it often helps to go and
see for yourself. Of course, if a number of people in your union want to
know the same thing, it is better to
send one person or a committee. You
will want to put your questions to the
people who know; and they are usually too busy doing their work to take
the time to tell the story over and
over again.
Sometimes it is hard to get the information from those “‘in the know.”
They may be so well acquainted with
the subject that they hardly know
where you want them to begin. Perhaps the man whom you question cannot see the woods for the trees. Occasionally you may run up against someone with an ax to grind, more interested in his story than in answering
your questions.
Some people who
can do things well cannot explain
them.
There is a grain of truth in
the old saw that some people can do
things while those who can’t do things
talk about them.
But oftener, the
more a man knows about a thing, the
more clearly and simply he can explain
itto others. Either way, if your questions are clear and well chosen, they
will help to bring out the answers to
the points on which you want information.
In many cases, however, it is impossible to see for yourself or to get
first-hand information.
The answer
may be scattered over a number of
cities, plants, or offices. You may not
know just what to look for or may
not understand what you see; as people do not understand the operation
of a process or machine with which
they are unfamiliar.
To secure the
facts, you must go to the best available collected information.
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BUILDING YOUR UNION PROGRAM
Your Union

Headquarters

The first place to which you naturally turn for information is your
union. The American Federation of
Labor and many of the international
unions maintain a research and information service.
Other local organizations may be asking the same questions that you are asking and your
international headquarters
may,
therefore, have secured the information, or may be able to tell you where
to get it. If it is a question of fact,
or of policy, get in touch with the
right union ofice—the research department, or the department in
charge of the particular issue you
raise—so as to save time.
Some of the information you need
about your State or your job may require detailed, local facts which your
headquarters can hardly be expected
to have for each local in the organization.
It can frequently direct you,
however, to the place where you can
get the facts and can show you how
to use them.
If you will send in to your national
headquarters the facts which you turn
up, it can pass them on to other locals,
just as it gives you the benefit of what
others have found out.

WITH

FACTS
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loading yourself up with technical details before you see the broad outlines
of the problem.
Even if you have had considerable
practical experience with the question,
it is often wise to start your hunt for
information by getting a brief general statement of the whole field, so
as to be sure to cover the major points
that bear on your practical problem.
Having read some general, non-technical outline, you are ready to ask
the librarian for whatever special,
more technical material you need.
If a committee, or if other members of your organization want to
use the same material, the library
can often arrange to place the books
on a special shelf to which your members can have access without waiting
at the desk each time they go in to
read up on the subject. Unless there
are several copies of the book, it is,
of course, impossible for the library
to set these books aside on a special
reserve shelf for your members and
at the same time allow you to take
the books home for a week or two.
But the library will generally do
everything in its power to meet your
needs, since it is there for the use of
the citizen and the taxpayer.
A Nearby University

The Public Library
If you want general information or
the answers to specific questions not
directly connected with your union,
you will probably find the reference
librarian in your public library helpful and quick to get for you whatever
information is available. It is usually
wise to ask first for a brief, non-technical book explaining the entire question or the angle in which you are interested.
In this way you will avoid

Some unions have built up good
working relations with a nearby university or with their State university.
The best way to do this, generally, is
to find a person in the university who
is friendly to labor and get him to
make the contact with the person or
the department having the information you want.
The questions you
raise may be in line with research that
is already under way in the university; or some department may be
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equipped to make the investigation.
In many of the questions which you
would raise your practical experience
and point of view are as useful to
the person who is studying the problem as his technical information is to
you.
Appropriate Government

Agency

For other questions the appropriate city, State or Federal government
agency may be the best source of information.
These agencies are generally required by law to collect certain kinds of facts regularly and
systematically and to publish them
periodically.
Here, too, the best way to get the
facts is to find someone friendly to
labor who will put you in touch with
the person or the department with the
information you are after. Then you
will want someone who can dig out
the answer to your practical question
from the mass of technical material in
the government files. This may take
considerable time; but if enough people want that information and make
their wants known, the government
agency may be able to assign someone
to hunt up the material for you or
even to publish it in a form usable by
the layman.
Sometimes the very same material
is much more usable if it is put out
frequently and broken up into small
pamphlets that answer specific questions instead of being bound in large
volumes that are issued yearly or less
often. Many State labor departments
now publish monthly figures on such
things as accidents, employment and
unemployment, instead of printing
them once every year or so, leaving
the material to pile up and grow stale.
Some of the more technical ma-

terial may have to be rewritten for
the layman. This is done best when
it is written from the standpoint of
the person who is asking the practical
questions, instead of from the standpoint of the office which puts out the
material.
That does not mean writing down to the reader, but cutting
out the technical language and using
plain, everyday English. And it often
helps the technical person to be more
practical on his job if he has to tell
what he is doing in a way that the
practical person can understand.
Often up-to-date information in readable form is not to be had. The public has not demanded it, and its publication has seemed to be a waste of
public money.
Such information can
be made available if you ask for it.
If the facts that are collected do
not cover your questions, take the matter up with the appropriate agency.
Your request may not require further
investigations or more machinery for
collecting and presenting the facts;
but merely pointing some of the regular work more directly to your questions. This is often true of information gathered by labor statistics.
Using the Facts
When you have the facts, report
and discuss them in your union meetings. They can throw light upon your
members’ practical experience.
Discussing these facts in your meetings
may help to point your union activities
more directly toward the goals of your
union program.
Facts combined with
the pooled experience of your members should help your union to grow
and to meet changing conditions.
For knowledge is power in the hands
of organized labor when directed tu
social ends.
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APPEALED

BENEFIT

DECISIONS

employment, employee was absent on
four occasions without notifying employer.
On each of the first three
occasions he had been cautioned to
notify employer immediately whenever he was unable to report for work
so that suitable arrangements could
be made.
On the last occasion the
employee failed to report for work
on a Saturday.
He did not notify
the employer until the following Monday, at which time his superior advised him to consult a doctor and to
inform the employer of the diagnosis
as soon as possible.
Employee did
not contact the employer until the
following Thursday night.
Employee had a telephone in his
home and no unusual circumstances
prevented him from notifying employer or justified his wilful disregard
of specific instructions.
Decision: Employee was discharged for misconduct connected
with his employment within the meaning of the statutes.
Wisconsin No. 38 A 86.
Enmployee worked for the employer for
about four years.
During the last
year of his employment he absented
himself from work on at least three
occasions without notifying employer.
He was warned that such conduct
would not be tolerated.
When the employee failed to appear for work or notify the employer
of the reason for his absence on the
Monday following his last week of
employment, he was discharged. Employee at the hearing admitted that
he had received a printed pamphlet
containing the rules and regulations
of the company which required that
employees notify their foremen either

Discharge for Misconduct Disqualifies Workers for Benefits
Wisconsin No. 38 A 132. Employee worked for employer as a
laborer for about ten years.
During the last year of his employment,
he was frequently absent from work.
Several times he was absent for an
entire week.
On only one occasion
did he receive permission to take
time off from work. The other times
he was absent without notice, permission, or valid excuse.
Each time the
foreman spoke to him and warned
him to discontinue this practice and
at one time discharged him for this
reason but rehired him two weeks
later.
On Friday of the last week
of his employment, the employee,
without notice, absented himself from
work.
When he reported for work
on Monday (the next work day) he
was discharged.
Employee alleged
that his absence on that day was due
toillness. However, it was not established that his physical condition was
such as to warrant his absence from
work and he had no valid excuse for
his failure to notify the employer that
he would not be at work.
Decision: Employee was discharged for misconduct connected
with his employment within the meaning of the statutes.
Wisconsin No. 38 A 119.
Employee worked as a ledger clerk in
employer’s office for over two years.
His duties were of such nature that
they had to be performed currently
and in case of employee’s absence, it
was necessary to assign someone immediately to do his work.
During the last two months of his
171
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by messenger or telephone giving the
reason for their absence.
Employee
did not have a valid excuse for his
failure to notify the employer.
Decision: Employee was discharged for misconduct within the
meaning of the statutes.
Wisconsin No. 38 A 85. Employee worked as a machine operator
for a number of years.
He periodically absented himself from work
because of overindulgence in intoxicating liquors and was cautioned by
the employer on at least four occasions during the last year of his employment. A short time before his
discharge, employee failed to report
for work or to notify the employer
of his absence and admitted that his
absence was due to excessive drinking.
The employer warned him that the
company would not tolerate his repeated absences from work.
Employee was later arrested for
operating an automobile while under
the influence of intoxicating liquor
and was fined and given a 30-day jail
sentence. When the employer learned
of the reason for employee’s absence,
he was replaced. The employee was
released from jail after serving part
of his sentence and when he reported
to the employer he was notified of his
discharge.
Decision: Employee’s repeated absences from work occasioned by the
use of intoxicating liquor, constituted
misconduct within the meaning of the
statutes.
Wisconsin No. 38 A 82.
Employee worked as a laborer for employer for a number of years.
During the last year of his employment
he frequently absented himself from
work without notice to the employer
and without valid excuse.

He was warned on several occasions that his conduct would not be
tolerated and on one occasion he was
given a disciplinary layoff after he
had failed to report for several days,
He persisted in this practice, however, and was finally discharged.
Decision: Employee was discharged for misconduct connected
with his employment within the meaning of the statutes.
Wisconsin No. 38 A 53.
Employee worked as a stenographer for
employer about a year and a half.
She was notified of her discharge by
a letter which explained that because
of the market recession it was necessary to reduce overhead expenses.
The letter also stated that it was
the policy of the company to lay off
that employee who was last engaged
in the department.
Employer’s position was that she
was not equitably entitled to benefits
because of the liberal and tolerant
treatment that had been accorded her.
Employee had received full pay for
absences, and had, also, received dismissal wages and a cancellation of a
substantial indebtedness.
The law contains no provision for
denial of benefits where employee receives exceptionally fair and tolerant
treatment.
The absence record of
employee is not relevant since it did
not motivate the discharge. The absence record as submitted by the employer and admitted by the employee
is relevant in the determination of the
number of “credit weeks” accrued to
employee.
Decision: Employee was not discharged for misconduct connected
with her employment, within the
meaning of the statutes.
Benefits
were allowed.
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labor.
The contrast in method is
reminiscent of the distinction made by
John R. Commons between the ultimate authority of the totalitarian
state, on the one hand, and the capitalism of the United States, on the other.
He says :*

VI

CONCLUSION
HAT Chile needed social laws
‘To to be indisputable.
That
it still needs them—with such
reasonable modifications as an economic and social structure influx may
require—appears to be conclusively
proved by the pattern of its economic
and social development.
That pattern shows the rise and fall of the
nitrate industry; a long standing practice of currency depreciation; the expansion and contraction of industrialism; the transformation of political
groups into pressure groups; and the
recession of the economic power of
the upper and lower classes due to
Chile’s inability to escape world economic cycles.
There are, as has been shown, striking evidences both of sound judgment
and of serious blunders in the policy
and administration of the labor code,
and there are many complex problems
yet to be overcome.
Some of these
may be peculiar to the nation, but
many are of wider significance and
application.
The story of the judicial decision
in the United States and of changing
codes in Chile is one of absorbing interest to the student of labor law.
In each case a wary capitalism has
retained the basic authority—often
in spite of the vigorous struggle of
*Continued from January AMERICAN
ATIONIST,

Where Communism and Fascism
abolished legislatures and courts by
substituting decrees of the executive
branch of government, the American
system subordinates executives and
legislatures to the decrees of the
United States Supreme Court.
The
Federal Court becomes the American
brand of dictatorship.
The “executive instrument” of American capitalism, according to Commons, “‘is not the decree of a dictator;
it is the injunction of a court.”*”
Chile is, of course, neither Communist nor Fascist; and the United
States Supreme Court has recently appeared as a very benevolent dictator,
having apparently been placed somewhat on the defensive since Commons
wrote the passage quoted.
Yet his
distinction is illuminating for this
study, in terms both of past and future. The legal basis in Chile is not
our own, and to the basic differences
in industry, national characteristics,
and economic policy must be added
the difference in methods of dealing
with labor.
The spirit of the labor laws of the
two countries does not, in retrospect,
* John R. Commons, Institutional Economics,
p. 882. New York: Macmillan Co., 1934. 921 pp.
2 Ibid.
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seem altogether different. An initial
philosophy of individualism, fostered
by the property owners in general and
by the exponents of their system, has
perforce given way to complete recognition of collective bargaining.
As
White says :*°*
Within broad limits, governments
both here and abroad are now attempting to manage the whole economic system in the interest of individual security, rather than to supervise a small section in the interest of
free competition.
The present attitude in the United
States is favorable to practically all
the claims of labor.**
Whether this
constitutes a long-term trend cannot
be decided. Wm. S. Knudson, president of General Motors Corporation,
said to the United States Chamber of
Commerce at its May 1938 meeting :°*
The Industrial Union in its present
form has to depend on force in defiance of law.
There are not many
places in the United States at the moment where laws can be enforced to
control the movement.
The technique of the sit-down strikers is identical with that of the syndicalists of
Europe.
France has finally had to
take a stand against them because of
the dangers as a political club rather
than a social defensive weapon.
I
feel confident that the United States
will eventually take the same stand.
The Chilean future is even more
dificult to predict. Out of the past
*8Teonard D. White, cited in Ralph B. Fuchs,
“Concepts and Policies in Anglo-American Administrative Law Theory,” 47 Yale Law Journal
576 (Feb, 1938).
™® Reference may be made to the author’s paper
on “Industrial Espionage” (unpublished graduate paper, Catholic University of America,
Washington, 1938).
** Quoted in 31 Time 61 (May 16, 1938).

with its intolerance of collective bargaining, through danger of bloody
revolution, Chile, to save its very existence, has evolved a comprehensive
labor code.
Its instrument has been
the executive decree.
That this instrument may be used to hold back
as well as foster labor is evident. Indeed, the most active labor movement
there at present is outside the law.*”
Furthermore, in Chilean periodicals a
strong interest in Fascist methods appears.°*
The future is enigmatical,
and the coming elections may perhaps
provide further insight.**
In social legislation, Chile’s recent
history—as clearly discernible as if in
a long test tube—shows that actuarial
calculations are, at best, mere guesses,
without norms based upon the fruits
of experience.**®
Here experience
*° See p. 1223—November 1938 AMERICAN FepERATIONIST.
“Note Alfredo, Bowen H., “Organicemos
Nuestro Comunidad Jurfdica del Trabajo,” of.
cit., in which he pleads for integration of the
labor movement in terms of the entire nation,
with corresponding judicial authority over
strikes. Also, G. Garibaldi Grove, “La Evolucién del Derecho de Huelga,” of. cit., wherein
the methods of Italy and Germany in dealing
with strikes leads up to a consideration of the
Chilean law.
*8 “Chile,” 17 Fortune 172, discusses this point.
See also n. 30 supra.
See: “The dearth of data concerning all
phases of employment and unemployment as
well as of income necessitated the use of much
indirect methodology in deriving the estimates
presented. A word of caution is therefore injected to warn against too literal an application
of the figures which appear, although it is felt
that they are the best indications obtainable of
what would have happened had an unemployment compensation system been in force in the
United States in the past. It should be definitely
noted that the statistics presented are representative of the United States as a whole and cannot
be accepted without further research as typical
of any State.” Social Security in America; The
Factual Background of the Social Security Act as
Summarized from Staff Reports to the Committee
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shows, too, that social insurance systems make tempting but dangerous
political footballs;*° that a sensible
balance of social necessities and practical restraints must be maintained;
and that social laws, modified from
time to time even to suit actuarial abstractions, rather than avid political
ambitions, constitute a cushioning
bridge between the progressive conflict of capital and labor—between
master and man.
Furthermore, Chile has shown the
eficacy of making the participants in
social law schemes contribute something themselves. She has given those
who pay as they go an interest—an
ownership—a proprietary right, in
the funds which accumulate so rapidly
and seek profitable investment outlets
“°“The British actuary, Sir Alfred Watson,
has pointed out that, while he has established
successive actuarial bases for the system in Great
Britain, they were soon broken down by action of
Parliament in changing rates without relations
to experience. In periods of serious unemployment, legislators are under social pressure to
liberalize the compensation terms, and they frequently do so at a time when it is difficult to increase income proportionately. The balance between contributions and benefits is therefore destroyed, the system is forced into insolvency, and
the legislators are compelled to provide other
measures of relief outside insurance. .. .” Ibid.,
P. 75on Economic Security, p. 77. Washington: U. S.
Government Printing Office, 1937. 592 pp.
Also: Foreign experience has shown that the
authorities administering unemployment insurance, especially in the early years of the systems,
are confronted with many unexpected problems
and questions affecting the solvency of the fund
and the just treatment of the insured. It is quite
impossible to anticipate all situations and to provide for them in the initial legislation. Obviously
as much discretion as possible must be vested in
the administrative agency so that prompt adjustment can be made to changing conditions,
thus keeping the fund solvent. Yet without some
limitations, flexibility may prove a definite liability.” Ibid., p. 76.
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so vainly. The stabilizing power of
progressive social measures has been
indicated in Chile’s immediate past,
particularly since 1930.
Rolling its
labor and welfare concepts, its taxing
concepts, its actuarial concepts, and
its political and monetary expediency
all into one virtually common scheme,
the country has been saved thus far
because contributors to that State
scheme will not quickly destroy their
own proprietary interests.
When
Chile’s rapid changes of governments
occurred in 1931 and 1932, and
mobs stamped through the capital’s
streets,""* with “vivas” for the Communist Grove and the ‘“‘workers,” not
a stone was thrown nor a bullet fired
at a single edifice belonging to the
social insurance organizations.
It
was their property, to the extent of
their contributions, albeit the money
they had contributed was somewhat
depreciated. And considerably more
than a third of them were ill-fed, illclothed, and ill-housed.
Chilean workers, with their social
law stamp or bank books in their
pockets, representing to them the tangible evidence of a hope in their industrial old age, know that the adequacy of unemployment compensation
benefits “depends primarily upon the
rates of contribution.”**
They believe that social laws should give
them a stake in the national patrimony: they believe that “The law,
therefore, should favor ownership,
and its policy should be to induce as
*2 “Chile has had to outlaw foreign uniforms
to check her local plague of Nazis.” 32 Reader’s
Digest 16 (April 1938).
*2 Edwin E. Witte, “Features of the Economic
Security Program,” 178 American Academy of
Political and Social Science Annals 90 (March
1935).
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many people as possible to become
owners’’*** with them.
Chile’s social
laws are making better Chileans.
Their improvement is reciprocal.**
Chile’s administrative checks and
balances are worthy of imitation. Her
social legislation, like Great Britain’s,
fosters self-reliance.“* This self-as3 His Holiness, Pope Leo XIII, On the Condition of Labor, Official Translation, 1891, p. 48.
%4 “When orders are always answered with a
Yes, sir,’ quickly, firmly and courageously; when
the worker believes that his chief knows what
he is about, and that he too may some day be
chief because he knows how to obey orders himself; when employees are convinced that steadiness and efficiency are supports that never fail,
Chile will enter upon a sure and definitive ascendancy.” Adolfo Ibafiez B., “Cumplimiento
del Deber,” Boletin Mensual de la Caja de Retiros y de Previsién Social de los FF. CC. del
Estado, Whole No. 122, p. 177 (August 1937).
“5 Great Britain has apparently never connected the idea of payroll taxes for contributory
social benefit schemes with that of payroll taxes
as a means of reducing its national debt. On the
contrary the thought behind the British methods
seems to be that, while there is something to be
gained by having the masses feel that they
are helping themselves by contributing to the
schemes, it is well to make this burden light
through the route of substantial support by general taxation. Forethought may suggest that if
large obligations are to be taken on in the future
in the way of payments of social benefits, it
would be well to lighten the future load that
would normally grow out of present indebtedness.
But to think of using payroll taxes as the means
of this relief, merely because payroll taxes are
contemplated in connection with the financing of
social benefits, is a confusion of ideas of which
the British people have apparently been innocent.” Rainard B. Robbins, “State Pensions in
Great Britain,” 38 Transactions of the Actuarial Society of America 69 (Part I, No. 97,
May 1937).
And note: “In the United States, unemployment compensation in each state is distinct from
local relief activities as it is in the British system, but there is no American scheme comparable
to the British unemployment assistance allowances, * * * Contributions in Great Britain are
shared equally among the employer, the employee
and the national government. In the United
States, contributions are usually from employers
only, but in eight states employees also contribute

surance of a man, especially when unemployed, who is spending a part of
his own money, is a real goal for a
democratic state.
Chile has often
confused human beings with statistics;
but that she has generally kept on the
right social highway is proved by her
greater attention to the former. In
recapitulating her constructive accomplishments, the following facts ap.
pear:
1. Abolition of slavery half a century before our Civil War began.”
2. Constitutional guarantees of the
right of association.
3. Coalition never regarded as a
crime.*"7
*° Jorge Gustavo Silva, of. cit., p. 14.
*7 See p. 1227—November 1938 AMERICAN FeEDERATIONIST.
at a rate usually not to exceed one-half of the
employer’s rate.” Walter Matscheck, Administration of Unemployment Insurance and the
Public Employment Service in Great Britain,
p. 139. Washington, D. C. Committee on Public
Administration, Social Science Research Council,
1938. 191 pp. (Processed.)
Also: “The goal of social budgeting is to pay
completely as one goes rather than to leave behind unsettled bills. When the Federal Government gives benefits, Congressional appropriations
from general revenues meet the bills. So we
must understand taxation and the ultimate incidence thereof. Social insurance must be cognizant of the effective work done by relief and
public assistance, but it must also guard against
the element of demoralization which is apt to
accompany the too ready availability of cash
relief benefits. * * * ... it must comprehend
the national temper and strengthen those elements of assured self-reliance which tend to a
higher standard of living. * * * It is social
budgeting on the part of an informed citizenship.” W. R. Williamson, Actuary, Social Security Board, “Social Budgeting.” Unpublished
paper, Washington, D. C., November 4, 1937.
See: U. S. Social Security Board, Analysis of
State Unemployment Compensation Laws. Washington: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1938.
33 pp. And: U. S. Department of Labor, Division of Labor Standards, Digest of State and
Federal Labor Legislation, op. cit.
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4. First country in the western
hemisphere to pass a law respecting
union organization.**
5. Adoption of the first comprehensive social insurance program in
the Americas.
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With Chile now at the crossroads,
the answer to the question whether
the proprietary interests of Chileans
under their social legislation will constitute the saving antithesis of totalitarianism would seem to depend on
the events of the next few years.
Chilean liberalism is by no means insignificant.
That labor may benefit
from this liberalism seems entirely
“8 Poblete Troncoso, Labor Organizations in
Chile, op cit., p. 1.
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possible. Whatever happens, an evolution such as our own, through judicial decisions, seems entirely unlikely.
-Chile’s urgent and fundamental national objective must be to strengthen
the supports of the Republic by the
transforming of the potentially dangerous elements in its system into a
great body of responsible citizens.
The means of accomplishing this,
since an effective distribution of land
seems unlikely, must inevitably be the
social laws of Chile because, as has
been demonstrated, such laws, forming as they do the very basis of the
labor code, serve to give greater
security to those who would govern
themselves.

SILVER

KITE

We saw the star points glimmering
And the flakes of snow
Like worlds lost in an age of ice
Perfect and crystalline,
Mirroring frost and the winter night.
The hollows of the hill were blue. . .
The moon was a silver kite
Stilled in a frozen wind.
A tree, heavy with white blossoms,
Bloomed suddenly
And shook free its petals
On the silver tide.
Sara VAN ALSTYNE ALLEN.

WPA

PROVIDES

LUNCHES

FOR

SCHOOL

CHILDREN
ELLen

S. WoopwarpD

Assistant Administrator, Works Progress Administration
HEN a child is hungry, he
cannot learn.
He becomes
restless. His thoughts dwell
on means of escape from his discomfort, and the first step is to play
“hookey” from school.
From this,
his path may lead to juvenile delinquency, the pre-school of adult crime.
These facts were driven home forcibly to teachers in our public schools
during the early days of the depression, as they watched many of their
pupils grow listless and dull from
hunger—and then disappear from the
classrooms because of actual illness
from undernourishment, or via the
“hookey”’ route.
The number of undernourished
school children increased so rapidly
between 1929 and 1932
that the
teachers independently at first, decided that something must be done
about it. Many of them gave of their
own slender means to provide lunch
money so that children in their classes
might have at least one square meal
a day.
But, as unemployment increased, the problem grew much too
big for the teachers to handle.
The organization of the Federal
Emergency Relief Administration
made funds available in many cities
and towns for school lunch projects.
Only the children of families on relief
were fed at first.
But soon it was
recognized that many other children,
whose families might have some
means but still were unable to provide money for a hot noonday meal
178

either at home or at school, were in
need of better nourishment.
Finally, in 1935, with the cooperation of Boards of Education and other
local governmental bodies as sponsors, an enlarged program of school
lunches was inaugurated under the
Works Progress Administration.
Projects were set up in schools which
employed needy women at the task of
preparing and serving the food to
hundreds of thousands of school children in practically every State in the
Union.
These projects are now in operation in forty-five States, New York
City and the District of Columbia.
They have provided over 1,000,000
school children in the past two years
with well-balanced meals in 10,000
schools throughout the country. The
scope of the WPA school lunch program is suggested by the total figures
of lunches served to date—over 130,000,000.
One hundred and thirty million
nourishing meals—soups, vegetables
and meat stews.
Millions of cups of
milk or hot cocoa!
Not a final answer to building a physically strong
generation of American youth, but the
best immediate solution that could be
found to the urgent problem of giving
adequate nourishment to children
whose parents were the victims of
depression, and to children whose
schools were too far from their rural
homes to return there for the noonday meal.
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WPA

PROVIDES LUNCHES FOR SCHOOL CHILDREN

School lunch projects have given
employment to over 15,000 women
from relief rolls who, while earning
the money with which to feed and
clothe their own families, are given an
opportunity for wider training, which
equips them to take their places in
private employment when the opportunity arises.
South Carolina, one of the States
hardest hit by the depressions, has one
of the largest programs, employing
over 10,000 women.
During 1937,
South Carolina served an average of
77,000 children daily in 2,300 schools.
New York City alone serves 87,230
lunches each day.
Tennessee and
Mississippi also maintain extensive
programs, and a considerable number
of other States are serving anywhere
from ten to fifty thousand children
daily.
The WPA funds allocated for the
projects must be used to pay the wages
of needy persons on the projects.
Local funds are provided for food
and equipment.
In many cases these
latter items are donated by local civic
organizations and individual patrons,
including Parent-Teacher Associations, which have formed advisory
councils actively supporting the work.
Some food has been donated by the
Federal Surplus Commodities Corporation. Many school lunch projects
operate gardening and canning activities. When the workers are not busy
preparing lunches, or during vacation,
they raise large quantities of foodstuffs which are used fresh, or dried
and canned for future use by the
school lunch projects.
Near Wheeling, West Virginia, WPA workers
cultivate a 500 acre farm, on which
are raised a variety of vegetables and
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other foodstuffs for their lunch projects.
In some States lunches are served
to needy or undernourished children
in parochial as well as public schools.
Many of the city children come
from poor homes where milk is a
luxury.
In some instances teachers
have reported that for nearly all of
their pupils the lunch served at school
is the only full meal they get each day.
And it is the only hot meal for thousands of rural children who have to
leave home early in the morning and
travel long distances after school
hours on the return trip. Cold milk
and bread form the breakfast menu
for many of these rural pupils, and a
cold supper is waiting in the evening.
In too many cases children have been
found at school who confessed they
had had no breakfast at all.
Prior to the inception of the WPA
program, children were seen to slip
off into the woods or to a quiet spot
behind the schoolhouse to eat their
lunches brought from home—hiding
from more fortunate schoolmates the
pitifully scant food they had brought,
or the fact that their lunch boxes were
empty.
Teachers from practically every
State in which lunch projects are operating have testified in reports to
State WPA officials that attendance
records as well as scholarship have
been raised and are continuing on a
higher level since the beginning of the
program. They report also a noticeable change in the attitude of the children, and an increase in weight from
two to five pounds a month.
In
Greenville County, South Carolina,
for example, weight charts were kept
and reports made at the end of each
five-week period.
These showed a
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gain of from three to eight pounds at
the end of each period.
The effect of the improved diet on
their general health is graphically illustrated in a report from Monroe
County, Florida, for February 1938,
which tells us that ‘“‘During the month
of February an epidemic of measles,
whooping cough and other children’s
diseases prevailed in Key West.
In
previous years, when such an epidemic
has occurred, many of the children
have been in such an undernourished
condition that as a result they suffered
permanent disabilities. This year the
principals of the schools have remarked on the fact that the children
. with these diseases were in so
much better physical condition that no
bad conditions have resulted.
The
difference is so great as to be obvious
to all. The children are out in a few
days and come back well and happy.”
The school authorities, the report
further states, feel that the credit is
due the school lunch program for this

SOVEREIGN

change, not only because it has provided a nourishing meal at school for
the pupils, but because through it the
“parents are learning to provide the
children with more nourishing food,
that is, they have learned to spend
their money for more balanced food,
instead of buying only beans and fish.”
It is notable that children receiving
the lunches are forming good food
habits. Teachers report that at first
many of them said they would rather
have sweets than soup; pastry than
fruit.
But this was chiefly because
they had never tasted a good nourishing soup.
As for baked apples with
cinnamon syrup—well, they just didn’t
know such a dish existed. Those same
children now clamor for “‘seconds”’ of
the soup course and scrape the last
morsel of the baked apple from the
side of the dish.
In bringing these school lunches to
needy children today, the WPA is
rendering a service which will pay big
dividends in better and healthier citizenship for years to come.

REMEDY

Alike for body, soul or mind,
For ailments named or undefined,
Salt water—sweat or tears or sea—
Is nature’s sovereign remedy!
Evtnor LENNEN.
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I. L. O.

SMITH

SIMPSON

HOSE who think that because
T° the political situation during
the past year the I. L. O., incommon with certain other international
institutions, took a back seat have another think coming. The year 1938
did not witness anything like an eclipse
of I. L. O. activity or of the advance
of the international labor code which
the I. L. O. is creating and inspiring.
For instance, I have just received a
tabulation of ratifications of International Conventions for the year
1938. These ratifications total 68 for
the year.
This total has not been
exceeded since 1933. Compared with
this figure were 35 ratifications in
1937; 53 in 1936 and 43 in 1935.
Of interest also is the fact that the
1938 Session of the International
Labor Conference had a total attendance practically the same as that of
the 1937 Session, which was the largest in point of attendance up to that
date. This fact is all the more significant in view of the further fact
that the agenda of the 1938 Conference did not include any decision of
startling importance.
The Convention on statistics was adopted in a
single discussion and all the other
items, as was anticipated, were placed
on the agenda of the 1939 Conference
for final decision.
Add to these facts, the convening
of the first session of the Permanent
Agricultural Committee in February
1938, the technical tripartite conference on the coal mining industry in
May, the first meeting of the International Public Works Committee in
181

June, the silicosis conference in August and September, the meeting of
the preparatory Committee on the
Textile Industry in October, and the
meeting of the Committee of Experts
on the Rights of Performers as regards Broadcasting
in November
show the continuing vitality of the
International
Labor
Organization
even during a year of political crisis.
This vitality ought to demonstrate
to the person who is thinking at all
about affairs beyond the end of his
nose that, although the world may be
politically organized in a way to produce war and nationalism, economically it is so much of a unit that it
must have and use an institution like
the I. L. O. to get things done. The
world is very much like the American
States in 1787. The states were constantly at each other’s throats. John
Fiske, in writing of this period in
American history, has said: “Pennsylvania discriminated against Delaware,
and New Jersey, pillaged at once by
both her great neighbors, was compared to a cask tapped at both ends.
The conduct of New York became especially selfish and blameworthy. . . .
Of all the thirteen states, none behaved worse except Rhode Island. A
single instance, which occurred early
in 1787, may serve as an illustration.
The city of New York had long been
supplied with firewood from Connecticut, and with butter and cheese, chickens and garden vegetables from the
thrifty farms of New Jersey.
This
trade, it was observed, carried thousands of dollars out of the city and
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into the pockets of detested Yankees
and despised Jerseymen. It was ruinous to domestic industry, said the men
of New York. ... Acts were accordingly passed, obliging every Yankee sloop which came down through
Hellgate, and every Jersey market
boat which was rowed across from
Paulus Hook to Courtlandt Street, to
pay entry fees and obtain clearances
at the custom house, just as was done
by ships from London or Hamburg,
and not a carton of Connecticut firewood could be delivered at the back
door of a country house in Beekman
Street until it should have paid a
heavy duty. ... The New Jersey
legislature made up its mind to retaliate. The city of New York had lately
bought a small patch of ground on
Sandy Hook and had built a lighthouse there. . . . New Jersey gave
vent to her indignation by laying a
tax of $1,800 a year on it. Connecticut was equally prompt.
At a great
meeting of business men, held at New
London, it was unanimously agreed
to suspend all commercial intercourse
with New York.
Every merchant
signed an agreement, under penalty
of $250 for the first offense, not to
send any goods whatever into the
hated state for a period of twelve
months.”* Such were the activities of
the American States before they were
compelled by the very chaos into
which they got themselves to form a
“more perfect union.”
In the chaos in which the national
states find themselves today, the
I, L. O. had been able to preserve considerable vitality. This is not to say
it has not found its progress blocked
1 John Fiske, Critical Period of American History, Pp. 144-147.

ona number of roads. It has. If the
chaos continues it will find more and
more of its roads blocked. It is to be
hoped that the year 1939 will witness
a combining of the national states
which compose the world—or at least
enough of them to make an impression — into a “more perfect union”
without waiting for a worse form of
disorder than we are now experiencing to compel them to take this necessary step. The economic unity of the
world, which the continuing vitality
of the I. L. O. certainly demonstrates,
requires an abatement of disorder and
an increase in all forms of constructive cooperation.
I. L. O. Budget
The press has reported that the
Economies Commission of the League
of Nations has recommended in its
final report to the League that the
1940 budget of the I. L. O. and of the
League be reduced by 20 per cent.’
It is not clear from this report
whether the reduction of 20 per cent
is a flat slash of 20 per cent from the
budget of each institution, or whether
the 20 per cent is a 10 per cent reduction of each which, added together,
makes 20 percent. But even a 10 per
cent reduction means a serious crippling of I. L. O. activity. At the very
time when the activity of the I. L. O.
is required more and more, because of
the increasing disorder of nationalism, it is recommended to be withdrawn to a smaller sphere.
At the
very time when, in the minds of many
people, the I. L. O. must demonstrate
its usefulness most convincingly it is
recommended to be shrunken to a
smaller figure. It would be a wonder* New York Times, December 14, 1938, 17:4.
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ful day for the reactionaries, the dictators and all those who oppose social
progress should the smaller budget be
voted for the I. L. O. by the Assembly of the League of Nations.
This situation raises the question
directly whether any tie between the
I. L. O. and the League should be
continued at the present time. As we
have often said in these pages, the
I. L. O. is for the most part an autonomous organization.
It makes its
own program and carries it out without any interference.
But in making its own program it must cut its
suit to fit its cloth. How much cloth
it has is determined by the League of
Nations, for the Assembly of the
League votes the I. L. O.’s budget.
In the present situation, the League
has declined in popularity and, it may
be added, in usefulness. The I. L. O.
has increased in popularity and, with
the membership of the United States
and Russia, has increased in usefulness.
It is not surprising that the
League’s Economies
Commission
should have decided to reduce the
budget of the League and, since the
League determines the budget of the
I. L. O., it could hardly be expected
that the League, while reducing its
own budget, would continue or add
to the budget of the I. L.O. Nevertheless, the budget of the I. L. O. is
so necessary a factor in the improvement of social conditions that it
should not only be continued in its
present form but increased.
The withdrawal of Japan and the
other dictator countries means that
the I. L. O.’s budget must be met by
the remaining countries. This means
an increase in each member’s share,
perhaps, especially if the budget is in-
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creased.
The question, then, becomes simply this: do the democracies intend to allow as useful an institution as the I. L. O. to be pushed
off the map by the dictators?
Regional

American

Conference

As we have already mentioned in
these pages, the Governing Body of
the I. L. O. has convened a second
Regional Conference of American
States to meet at the end of the present year.
The agenda of the Conference, as defined by the last session
of the Governing Body is as follows:
discussion of the report of the Director of the I. L. O., examination of
the effect given to the resolutions of
the Conference held at Santiago in
1936, and organization of official institutions dealing with immigration
and settlement.
We have attempted to obtain a
copy of the minutes of this session
of the Body but have not succeeded
at the time of this writing and we are
therefore compelled to use only the
summary of the minutes of the meeting in Industrial and Labor Information. An examination of this summary does not reveal whether the
agenda adopted by the Body at its
October session was intended to be
the final agenda.
But one can reasonably assume it was not.
Indeed,
as it stands now, the agenda seems
unnecessarily meagre.
One could not
go so far as to suggest that it does
not, in its present form, justify a regional conference.
But one certainly
wonders why some questions of vital
importance to workers on the two
American
continents are not included.
It seems important that the Re-
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gional Conference
accornplish the
greatest possible results.
It is held
at a time when all democratic institutions are on trial. It is held at a time
when Europe and Asia, because of
wars and threats of wars, are rapidly
subsiding to regions of minor importance in social advance and in cooperation with the I. L. O.
The
backbone of this democratic institution, in the next ten years let us say,
may well prove to be the American
countries.
If American countries are
to be bound closely to the I. L. O.,
the I. L. O. must demonstrate its
ability to tackle those problems which
are most important to the workers,
employers and democratic governments on the two American continents. To deal with questions which
the unsettled condition of the world
renders academic, or questions of
only vague or incidental importance,
would only lead to a feeling that the
I, L. O. is no longer a means of effective discussion and action.
Hence, the agenda of the American Conference is of the utmost importance.
Too much attention cannot be given to it. It is at least equal
in importance to the I. L. O. as the
annual International Labor Conference at Geneva, and, for tactical reasons, might well be regarded as of
greater importance.
It seems to the writer that the
Havana Conference need not necessarily be shaped so as to lead to immediate action by the Governing
Body or the International Labor
Office.
Its agenda does not have to
be selected with a view wholly to
immediate gains in the field of international labor conventions.
Some
items might well be chosen with this

end in view but the Conference can
be of the most vital importance to
American countries if it opens up for
discussion and analysis some of the
real problems which exist in Latin
America and on which no immediate
agreement or action is possible or
necessary.
The Latin American
countries have no common forum for
a discussion of their common problems.
Rather than to load the
agenda
exclusively with questions
which may be suitable for international agreement in the near future,
or with questions of rather limited
importance, it would be far more
helpful to discuss things of fundamental importance—as for instance,
land policies—which cannot give rise
to international agreement but which
play a vital part in the economy of
many American countries and have
a direct bearing on labor standards
and conditions of employment.
Among the things which are of
pressing importance to the Latin
American could certainly be listed
housing, land, public health service,
nutrition, freedom of association, cooperatives and education (vocational
and otherwise).
There are people who question
whether there are problems “peculiar to Latin America”; but certainly
only a superficial person would say
that housing—to take one rather
universal problem—is the same problem in a rural community as it is in
an urban community, or the same
problem in El Salvador that it is in
Norway or the United States. There
are peculiar problems in each climate,
in each country, in each section and
in each racial group.
Housing is a
local problem in a very real sense;
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but the local problem can be greatly
illuminated by the experience which
other countries and other sections
have had.
Pitfalls can be pointed
out. Management difficulties can be
anticipated.
The experience of the
United States in rural housing and
rural rehabilitation may cast some
light on the subject for the Latin
Americans; and the experience of certain Latin American countries themselves, as Uruguay, may be of even
more value.
But in any case, housing seems to be one item which could
profitably be placed on the Havana
agenda for discussion and exchange
of views.
So, also, with the land problem.
It is a local problem.
But if the
Havana Conference can provide a
discussion of it, it will provide a useful and necessary introduction to a
problem which all countries face in
one form or another and which is
closely allied to the migration problem which the Governing Body has
already placed upon the agenda of
the Conference.
The “land problem” is not the same for all countries
in America.
For Brazil, it is quite
a different thing from what it is for
Mexico.
Nevertheless,
the experience of countries like Mexico where
the problem is a distribution of large
estates, or the United States, where
the problem is resettlement, rehabilitation and conservation, can well
prove valuable to other countries
where, in connection with land settlement, certain common problems arise
such as payment for the land, government loans, provision of tools,
seeds and animals, crops to be raised,
vocational training, cooperatives, irrigation, transportation and soil im-
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provement.
These are vital questions.
Each of them could well be
an item on the agenda of the Havana
Conference.
They are no more beyond the scope of the I. L. O. than
were the questions discussed at the
textile conference in 1937.
They
determine standards of living and
efficiency just as much as do other
subjects with which the I. L. O. is
now dealing such as opium and nutrition. They lay close to the American worker; and they will be ignored
to the cost of the I. L. O.
In connection with the land problem, it is to be remembered that a
Permanent Agricultural Committee
has been established by the I. L. O.
to deal with agricultural problems.
This Committee held its first meeting
in Geneva last February.
For the
American Regional Conference to
discuss agricultural problems which
affect labor standards does not deprive the Permanent
Agricultural
Committee of any of its usefulness
but rather should enhance its usefulness by speeding up its activities
through a regional discussion of
problems which the Committee itself
will want to handle on a world-wide
basis at a future date.
As has been intimated above, the
experience of certain countries like
Mexico has shown that the Latin
American has much to gain from cooperatives and that, when cooperatives have developed and been encouraged, they add much to the worker’s
standard of living. Too often, for instance, it has happened that where
agricultural workers have been given
a plot of land as a new start in life in
* For an account of its work see “I.L.O. Month
by Month,” AMERICAN FEDERATIONIST, April 1938,
pages 376-379.
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an American country they have been
fleeced of their start by the high prices
of needed implements and supplies by
middlemen.
Public health is of importance to
the worker.
Uruguay’s experience
shows that this can be developed in an
orderly, self-liquidating way in a Latin
American country if there is stability
of government and a commonly accepted objective.
Is there anything
which is more important to the welfare of the worker than this? It may
be said that this question involves an
encroachment of the I. L. O. upon the
work of the League of Nations.
But
the fact remains that many American
countries are not members of the
League and that the question is one
which vitally concerns the working
population in American countries, as
much so, let us say, as opium or nutrition.
In his inaugural address on January
2, 1939, Governor Herbert H. Lehman of New York said: “We must
prove to our own people and to the
world at large that democracy is not
an insensible machine of government,

but a living thing; that its soul is the
soul of its people and that it grows
and develops to meet the needs and
wishes of its citizens.
So long as
democracy remains alive to the demands of its people, so long will it
continue to remain as the only true
government.
It is our duty and our
responsibility to see to it that it does
so remain.”
This could be said also
of the I. L.O. As long as it remains
close to the vital needs of the workers
and the employers and the governments of the countries who cooperate
with it, so long must it continue a
vigorous and necessary machinery.
In convening the Regional Conference
a year after the Lima Conference the
I. L. O. can capitalize on the good will
and publicity of the Lima gathering.
But it has also drawn the spotlight.
It must make itself a realistic conference, a vital conference, or it will assume the appearance of an institution
which can still get things done but not
those things of pressing importance
with which the masses of the people
the world over are now most preoccupied.

WIND IN THE WHEAT
Swifter than enchanted eye can follow
Silken ripples flow
In a mazy green and silver dazzle
As winds come and go.
As the Spirit moved upon the waters,
Veiled, elusive, fleet,
See now, weaving endless color patterns,
Winds play through the wheat.
Mary L. LANE.
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UE to the splendid cooperation of federal labor unions there is developing in the American Federation of Labor headquarters a splendid
file of union agreements and wage rates. This file is for the service
of all local unions. It will provide the standards prevailing among unions
of workers in similar industries throughout the country, making possible
comparisons for the purpose of collective bargaining.
Business activity is moving along with some small gains in activity.
This period preliminary to a business pick-up is the time for strengthening
your union and building up understanding support. Every union executive
has the responsibility for seeing to it that union members realize they are
identified with a national movement that is charged with dealing with national problems. Our national movement is seeking for all wage-earners
first the fullest use of the right to organize in unions and to bargain collectively with employers; second, safe working conditions and protection
against health hazards; third, security of income against such economic
hazards as unemployment, accidents, occupational disease as well as income
for old age and physical disability.
More and more unions need economic and scientific data to argue their
case in bargaining with employers and to manage their affairs as individual
workers. Our national labor movement is responsible for urging these
needs on Federal departments and seeking adequate appropriations to meet
the needs of national and local organizations. Local unions are the bases
on which the national organization rests and are the beneficiaries of all its
activity. In a very real sense local unions set the pace for union progress.
Federal locals through new recruits share this heritage with all other
workers.
Fraternally yours,

D

President, American Federation of Labor.
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Salt Workers’ Agreement
:
'
age a.
made — —
res this
ay o
13
ay, 1938,
by an
etween
MORTON SALT COMPANY, 2 corporation,
hereinafter called “Employer,” First Party, and
SALT WORKERS’ UNION OF ALAMEDA
COUNTY, No. 20425 (chartered by and affiliated with the American Federation of Labor

and with the Central Labor Council of Alameda
County) as bargaining agent for the Employees
(as herein defined) of the Employer, hereinafter
lled “Union,” S
d P
‘
“
™
”
Witnesseth:
In consideration of the premises and of the
respective promises, agreements and covenants
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of the said parties hereto, they do hereby mutually agree as follows, to-wit:
Recognition
Section I. The Employer hereby recognizes the
Union as the sole collective bargaining agency
for all Employees (as herein defined) working
for the Employer. The term Employee as used
herein means all persons employed by the Employer in the production, processing, refining,
packing and shipping of salt and in the construction and maintenance of works in connection therewith, except office workers, civil,
mechanical and electrical engineers, chief chemist, superintendents and others exercising authority above the rank of working foremen.
Employment of Union Members
Section II. The Employer shall employ only
members of the Union in good standing and
through the office of the Union as hereinafter set
forth; provided, however, that in the event the
Union cannot meet the request of the Employer
for a satisfactory employee, the Employer may
hire a person not affiliated with the Union in the
manner hereinafter set forth,
(a) Whenever the Employer requires the services of an employee he shall call upon the Union
to furnish him with a person capable and competent of performing the duties required in a
manner satisfactory to the Employer. For this
purpose the Union shall keep and file with the
Employer a list of its unemployed members with
their qualifications and past experience. Upon
the Union receiving the request of the Employer
for a new employee it shall inform the Employer
of those Employees who are available, and the
Employer agrees to place upon the job any Union
Employee from whose qualifications it shall be
determined he or she is capable of performing
the work required. The Employer shall have the
right before permanently keeping such person to
try out said person at said job for a period of not
more than three (3) weeks. During said tryout
period said person shall be paid the regular
Union scale provided for the employee formerly
performing the job, or if a new job, not less than
the lowest minimum rate paid other employees
performing the same or similar work. If at the
end of said period, or prior thereto, such employee does not prove satisfactory to the Employer he may replace said person with another
Union person who shall be given the same opportunity of qualifying for the job. In this respect it is understood and agreed that even
though the Union may not have within its rolls
of unemployed a person who actually worked at
the job required, yet nevertheless, where it seems
reasonable that such person could qualify for
the job required, then such person shall be given
the opportunity to fill the job. By mutual consent

of the Union, Employer and employee the tryout period may be extended beyond the three (3)
week period. In the event no Union employees
are available to the Employer to satisfactorily
perform the work then in that event the Employer may hire a person not affiliated with the
Union, but only under the following rules and
conditions:
(1) The non-union applicant before actually
being employed shall be required to report to
the office of the Union, or to a shop steward, for
the purpose of registering, and shall upon registering, make application for membership in
the Union.
(2) Upon the Union or shop steward receiving
the application of any such person for membership it or he shall issue to such person a temporary working card entitling such person to be
employed pending his or her admission to the
Union. The Employer agrees not to put any such
person to work without the presentation by him
or her of such working card.
(3) The Union shall not initiate such person
within three (3) weeks’ time from the date of his
or her employment unless approved by the Employer and the Union, it being understood that
said waiting period is a probationary period to
determine whether or not such person can satisfactorily perform the work required by him or
her and by reason thereof to be retained in the
employ of the Employer. The Union agrees not
to arbitrarily reject or refuse to initiate any
applicant for membership.
(4) Upon the expiration of said three (3)
week period such employee must present himself or herself, when required by the Union,
for initiation, and failing to do so the Employer shall upon notice from the Union discontinue the employment of said person.
(5) The Employer shall pay any such person
so employed during the period said person is not
a member of the Union not less than the wage
paid to the employee formerly holding the job, or
if the job was not previously filled, not less than
the lowest minimum hourly rate being paid other
employees performing similar work, and in all
other respects said person shall be required to
work under and live up to all Union rules and
regulations covering the employment as set forth
in this agreement.
(6) In the event the working card of such person is revoked for cause by the Union, the Employer shall upon notice from the Union discontinue the employment of said person.
(7) All of the above rules of hiring, whether
of Union or of Non-Union persons, shall apply to
extra help called in during harvest times, as well
as to regular help, it being understood and
agreed, however, that as to extra help called in
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at harvest times, or other help called in for only
short periods of time, and not for regular employment, it shall not be incumbent upon the
Union to initiate and admit such persons to membership in the local, in order to avoid the enlargement of its unemployed list by such seasonal
workers, and notwithstanding anything contained in this section to the contrary, it is agreed
that in the hiring of Non-Union persons full
recognition and practice shall be given to the
Employer’s right to hire competent and suitable
employees of his own choosing, and to the right
of the Union to preferential hiring of its own
members.
(8) When any member of the Union is suspended or expelled from the Union the Employer shall and hereby agrees to discharge such
suspended or expelled member within seven (7)
days after receiving notice from the authorized
representative of the Union; provided, however,
that prior to such expulsion or suspension, the
Employer and the member shall be given ten
(10) days’ notice within which time the member
shall be given the opportunity to put himself in
good standing, if possible.
Classification
Section III. For the purpose of this contract all
employees, irrespective of the kind of duties performed by them, shall be classified as regular
and extra employees as follows:
(a) Regular Employees: Regular employees
are those who are hired and retained in the employ of the Employer in order to conduct the
operations of the Employer’s business at all
periods when extra help is not needed by reason
or necessity of augmenting the regular crew
of the Employer through harvesting requirements, through the taking of the place of the
regular employee by reason of days off, sickness
or other emergencies, or through any emergency
calling for the immediate hiring of extra employees for a limited period of time to fill a sudden call of the Employer for his product, or to
safeguard the property of the Employer.
(b) Extra Employees: Extra employees are
those employees necessary to be hired to augment
the regular crew for the reasons hereinabove set
forth,
(c) None of the provisions of this agreement,
except the provisions of Sections I and II, shall
apply to such Extra Employees.
Working Hours, Overtime and Wages
Section IV. A. The regular working day shall
constitute eight (8) hours worked within nine
(9) consecutive hours, with not less than onehalf (4%) hour off for lunch, except that no
lunch period off the job shall be taken by firemen and other continuous process operators.
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The regular working week shall consist of
forty (40) hours worked over a period of five
(5) consecutive days, from Monday to Friday,
inclusive, or from Tuesday to Saturday, inclusive.
The overtime shall be paid as follows: Time
worked in excess of eight (8) hours and not in
excess of ten (10) hours in any one day, and
time wo1ked in excess of forty (40) hours and
not in excess of forty-eight (48) hours in any one
week shall be paid for at the regular rate of pay
plus five (5) cents per hour. Time worked in
excess of ten (10) hours in any one day and
time worked in excess of forty-eight (48) hours
in any one week, shall be paid for at the rate
of time and one-half. Hours paid for at the overtime rate on a daily basis will not be included
in figuring the weekly hours on which overtime
is paid. Work performed on Sundays, except
maintenance and repair work, shall be paid for
at the rate of double time. Maintenance and repair work done on Sundays shall be paid for at
the regular rate of pay plus five (5) cents per
hour.
B. Holidays:
(1) All regular employees shall be allowed to
take off the following listed holidays: New Year’s
Day, Memorial Day, 4th of July, Labor Day,
Thanksgiving Day and Christmas Day. They
shall be paid therefor a regular day’s pay consisting of eight (8) times their hourly rate.
(2) Whenever an employee is performing such
duties that it is necessary that he remain on the
job in order to safeguard the property of the
Employer (such as firemen) such employee may
be required by the Employer to remain on the
job during such holidays, in which instance he
shall be paid for the work performed on said
holidays at the regular scale in addition to the
regular day’s pay which he would receive if he
did not work.
(3) In the event a holiday falls upon a Sunday, the following Monday shall be considered
and observed as a holiday.
C. Vacations:
Each employee upon and after completion of
one (1) year of service with the Employer shall
be allowed to take off one (1) week vacation in
each calendar year.
(1) Each employee shall be paid for such vacation period one (1) week’s regular pay, consisting of forty (40) times the straight time hourly
rate.
(2) In determining the length of service with
the Employer, the employee shall be given credit
for length of service as indicated on the Employer’s books, provided however, that all time lost
from employment because of reasonable absence
from work, through sickness, or other emergency,
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or temporary lay-off, shall be considered as time
worked for the purpose of determining the length
of employment.
(3) Vacation periods shall be fixed by the Employer to suit the requirements of his business,
but as far as possible and practicable, vacations
will be given during the months from May to
October, inclusive.
D. Limitation of Overtime:
Except in emergencies, no employee shall be
required or allowed to work more than four (4)
hours’ overtime in any one day or more than
twelve (12) hours’ overtime in any one calendar
week, from Monday to Sunday, inclusive.
E. All employees being called from their homes
to work shall be given not less than four (4)
hours’ pay.
F, It is agreed that men shifted from plant to
plant after reporting for work shall be furnished
transportation or shall receive a gasoline allowance.
G. Increase In Wages:
Beginning with the rst day of April, 1938, the
present rate of pay of all employees other than
pieceworkers shall be increased three (7) cents
per hour; and beginning with the 1st day of
April, 1939, the present rate of pay of all employees other than piece workers shall be increased an additional two (2) cents per hour.
H. Miscellaneous:
(1) All present piece work schedules of pay of
regular employees shall continue unless and until
changed by mutual agreement of the Employer,
the Employees and the Union and in case of disagreement, the matter shall be referred to the
Board of Adjustment.
(2) Any employee transferred to a different
job shall receive the rate of pay formerly received by the employee replaced; provided that
no employee shall receive a decrease on a temporary transfer of less than three (3) days.
(3) The provisions of this agreement with respect to hours, wages, overtime and holidays
shall not apply to watchmen. Watchmen shall not
be required to work more than twelve (12) hours
continuously nor more than forty-eight (48)
hours in any period of six (6) days.
(4) It is agreed that all employees working in
departments requiring day and night shifts shall
change shifts every four (4) weeks at the option
of the men concerned, or at such other intervals
as may be agreed upon between the Employer,
the employee and the Union.
Guaranteed Minimum Earnings
Section V. In order to promote the economic security of the employees, the Employer guarantees
each employee who on April rst, 1938, has been

for one year regularly in the employ of the Employer, a minimum compensation (including
overtime, if any), during each year of the life
of this agreement, equal to eighty (80) per cent
of the compensation he would have earned had
he worked at straight time (or been on vacation
or holiday with pay), a total of 260 days of
eight (8) hours each; provided, that in calculating said minimum compensation there shall
be deducted from said 260 days, the follewing:
(a) Regular working days during which any
given employee may be absent from work voluntarily (except on holidays or vacation) or because of sickness.
(b) Reguiar working days during which the
Employer fails to provide work for any such employee because of fire, strikes, floods, failure of
transportation facilities, inability to obtain supplies or raw materials, or other similar cause beyond the control of the Employer (not including
mere failure to secure orders).
(c) In the case of any employee who quits or
is discharged for cause prior to the end of such
year, the regular working days and holidays intervening between the date of quitting or discharge and the end of such year.
Seniority
Section VI. (a) The principle of seniority shall
be put into operation as far as practicable without unreasonable interference with the operations
of the Employer.
(b) No seniority rights shall accrue to any employee until he has been employed by the Employer for one (1) year, after which his seniority
shall date from time of first employment.
Discharge, Discrimination and Demotion
Section VII. (a) The Employer shall not discharge or discriminate against any employee for
lawful Union activities, upholding Union principles or serving on a committee of the Union or
any organization affiliated therewith, so long as
such activities, etc. do not interfere with the productive efforts of any employee during working
hours; provided that the works manager on request will allow reasonable time off for the transaction of the Union business.
(b) It has been, and will continue to be, the
policy of the Employer to refrain from discharging any employee without just cause, and to add
to the security of the employee, the following rule
will be kept in force, to-wit: No foreman will be
permitted to discharge any employee without first
discussing his case with a representative of the
Union and with the works manager and securing
the latter’s permission to do so. After hearing,
the decision of the works manager will be final.
(c) No demotion shall be made of any employee who is a member of the Union unless the
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Employer first notifies the Union of his intention
so to do, and until said demotion is agreed upon
as follows: to-wit:
Upon notification by the Employer of his intention to demote such employee, the Employer
and the business representative or other duly authorized representative of the Union, shall inquire into the reasons for said demotion. If they
cannot agree that such demotion is justified, the
matter shall be referred to the Board of Adjustment, as provided hereinafter in Section XIV.
For the purpose of this agreement, a demotion
is hereby defined to be the suffering of any loss
or detriment either as to hours or wages by reason of change in employment.
Physical Examination
Section VIII. Other than one physical examination at the time of being hired by the Employer,
no employee shall be required to take any physical examination except where such physical
examination is required by law. Both the physical examination at the time of entering the Employer’s service, or any other physical examination which may be required by law, shall be at
the expense of the Employer.
Visit to Plants
Section IX. For the purpose of carrying out
and enforcing the terms of this agreement and to
investigate into any matters of dispute arising
between any employee and the Employer, any officer of the Union, of the Central Labor Council of
Alameda County, or the State Federation of
Labor, or representative of the American Federation of Labor (these latter acting in advisory
capacity to the Union) shall have the right of
entering and visiting the establishment of the
Employer, provided, however, that such officials
should first make application to the Employer
for permission, and provided further, that their
visit shall be conducted without interfering with
the orderly conduct or normal production of the
Employer’s business.
Charity
Section X. The Union shall and hereby agrees
to conduct and handle any and all campaigns or
collections for charitable purposes among its
members in instances as it deems advisable; but
in no event shall the Employer carry on any
charitable campaigns among its employees.
Uniforms and Caps
Section XI. Whenever the Employer demands
the wearing of a uniform and/or head covering,
the same shall be paid for and laundered and
cleaned by the Employer, and it shall be required
by both parties hereto that all such apparel shall
bear the Union label of the American Federation
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of Labor unless the same is not available, and all
laundry and cleaning of such apparel shall be
done by an establishment employing exclusively
American Federation of Labor union help.
Person Prohibited
Section XII. Except in emergencies, the Employer agrees that any and all persons not members of the Union, or not hired in accordance with
the provisions of this agreement, shall be prohibited from performing any kind of work being
performed or previously performed by members
of the Union, or persons eligible to membership
in the Union, including the running, operating
and tending of machinery or equipment.
Stoppage of Work
Section XIII. The Union agrees that the employees will work diligently and faithfully for the
Employer and that there will be no strikes, walkouts or other stoppages of work during the term
of this agreement, unless first authorized in accordance with the Constitution and By-Laws of
the American Federation of Labor.
Adjustment of Controversies
Section XIV. 1. Board of Adjustment. Whereas,
the entire membership of the Union is composed
of persons employed by the Leslie Salt Company
and the Morton Salt Company and the employment relations between the Union and the said
two companies are governed by substantially
identical collective bargaining agreements, of
which this is one, and
Whereas, it is recognized by the parties hereto
that harmony, co-operation and confidence between all parties to said collective bargaining
agreements is essential to the carrying out of the
provisions thereof, particularly as to the intent
as manifested in the negotiations culminating in
said collective bargaining agreements and to the
successful operation of the employers’ business
and the welfare of both the management and the
employees,
It Is Therefore Agreed that this can best be
accomplished by the setting up of a Board of
Adjustment. It is therefore agreed that such
Board of Adjustment shall be set up as follows:
(a) The Board of Adjustment shall be composed of six (6) individuals, three (3) representing the two companies and three (3) representing the Union, all having full voice and
vote, and four (4) alternates, two (2) representing the companies and two (2) representing the
Union having voice but no vote, and one (1), or
beth of whom may act with both voice and vote
in the absence of the regular member or members
as the case may be on the side which they represent. The individuals so chosen shall constitute
a permanent board of adjustment. It is agreed
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by the parties hereto that immediately upon the
execution of this agreement the following named
persons shall be designated to and comprise the
personnel of the Board of Adjustment, and the
members who are alternates shall be so designated:
Representing the
Representing the
Union
Employers
Wm. GoopMAN
L. D. ADAMs
E. E. HAMMOND
J. C. BucHan
Ww. A. SPOONER
G. M. STRATTON
L. E. GocswELi
A. Hewitt
(Alternate)
(Alternate)
G. A, SIVERTHORN
C. E. Corree
(Alternate)
(Alternate)
(b) A quorum for the transaction of all business shall be six (6) and no question shall be decided without the affirmative vote of at least
four (4). The Board, within five (5) days after
it has been appointed, shall organize by electing a
chairman, vice-chairman and secretary. The
Board shall make its own rules and regulations
for the carrying on of the business. The expense
of the operation thereof shall be borne equally
by the parties hereto. The Employers shall be
entitled to have present at every meeting their
own attorney-at-law, and the Union shall have
the same right. Such attorneys shall be privileged
to take part in all discussions but shall not have
any vote on any question.
(c) If a vacancy occurs either by death, resignation, inability to act, or otherwise, the same
shall be filled as follows: The group in which the
vacancy has occurred shall nominate an individual to fill said vacancy and inform the Board of
the nomination. If the nomination is approved
by a majority of the Board said individual so
named shall forthwith become and be a member
of the Board. If any individual so named is not
acceptable to a majority of the Board the nominating party will then propose a new member
in the place of the one so disqualified. This procedure shall continue until the vacancy be filled
with an appointee satisfactory to a majority of
the Board.
(d) A certificate of appointment attested by
the President and Secretary shall be filed with
the respective parties hereto and shall be conclusive evidence of such appointment.
(e) The Board shall have jurisdiction to investigate into, hear and decide all matters of controversy between the parties hereto arising out of
the performance or interpretation of this agreement, when upon notice from either of the contracting parties the Board is asked to take jurisdiction over such matter of controversy.
(f) Immediately upon receipt of such notice to
take jurisdiction the Board shall proceed to meet
at the earliest possible convenient time, but in

any event within three (3) days from receipt of
said notice, and shall endeavor to adjust or decide said matter of controversy with expediency.
In the event said Board does not adjust or decide
said matter of controversy within six (6) days
after receipt of notice of submission of said matter in controversy it shall at once proceed to appoint a disinterested person satisfactory to both
parties, which said disinterested person shall,
during the pendency of the matter in controversy
before the Board, sit as a member of Said Board
with full right of voice and vote. Whenever such
disinterested person has been appointed a majority vote shall decide all questions. Any decision of the Board either with or without such disinterested person shall be binding upon the
parties hereto, who agree to abide by the decision rendered by the Board. If the Board cannot
agree upon the disinterested person to be appointed within one (1) week after the inability
of the Board to come to a satisfactory adjustment
or decision of the matter in controversy before
it, then in that event, the Board shall lose all
jurisdiction over said matter of controversy, unless the parties agree to continue the jurisdiction
of the Board over the matter before it. Whenever the parties do agree, however, upon the
acceptance of the disinterested person, the Board
with him must decide the matter before it within
two (2) weeks from the date of the appointment
of said person, or else the Board will lose jurisdiction of the matter in controversy.
(g) It is the declared policy of the parties hereto that an honest and conscientious effort will be
made by the parties concerned to settle any matter of controversy contemplated under this section before calling upon the Board to exercise
jurisdiction thereof,
(bh) Disputes or controversies arising out of
the performance by the Union of its obligations
under the constitution, laws, rules and practices
of the Central Labor Council of Alameda County
or of the American Federation of Labor shall
not be matters within the jurisdiction of said
Board.
(i) There shall be no cessation of work through
action either of the Union or Employers over any
matter over which the Board is exercising jurisdiction while such matter remains under the jurisdiction of the Board. In the event adjustment
has not been made by the immediate parties involved over any matter of controversy between
them, and neither party has asked the Board to
take jurisdiction thereof, there shall nevertheless
be no cessation of work through action of either
party until three (3) days after notice to the
Board of the inability of the parties involved to
make an adjustment.
2. In addition to the above provision for the
Board of Adjustment, there shall be a shop com-
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mittee appointed by the Union. This shop committee shall be charged with the duty to take up
with the Employer all grievances and any other
matters of policy or mutual concern arising
between the Employer and the Union. Advance
notice shall be given by either party to this agreement of any question deemed necessary or advisable to discuss. The Union may also appoint a
shop steward or stewards to assist such shop
committee in its duties. The Employer agrees to
cooperate with the committee in securing all
possible information pertinent to the question in
cases of disagreement.
Term of Agreement
Section XV. The term of this agreement shall
be two (2) years from its effective date, and may
be renewed thereafter for annual periods of time
either as is or with changes or amendments in
the manner following:
(a) If neither party to this contract, prior to
sixty (60) days before the expiration of the term
then in existence, notifies the other party in writing of its desire to rescind or make any change or
amendment in said contract, then said contract
shall be automatically extended and renewed for
the following year.
(b) In the event that either party is desirous of
the renewal of same with any change or amendment, the party desiring such change or amendment shall give notice of the same to the other
party not less than sixty (60) days before the exriration of the term then in existence, and shall
specify in said notice the change or amendment
desired. In the event such change or amendment
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is agreed to by both parties hereto before the
expiration date of the term in existence, it shall
be incorporated into and made part of this contract; but in the event said parties cannot mutually agree to the acceptance of said change or
amendment to take the place of that proposed,
this agreement shall not be renewed for another
year, and shall terminate and become null and
void upon the expiration of the term then in
existence, unless the parties hereto agree to submit the matter in controversy to arbitration; in
the latter instance it may be agreed to continue
the existing agreement during the time the
arbitration proceedings are pending.
(c) The effective date of this agreement is
April rst, 1938.
(d) This agreement shall be binding upon the
heirs, executors, administrators and assigns of
the parties hereto.
In Witness Whereof, the parties hereto have
hereunto set their hands and seals by their respective officers duly authorized to do so this 13th
day of May, 1938.
MORTON SALT COMPANY
By J. A. CLEMENTS,
Vice President.
And by Rost. H. Warren,
Assistant Secretary.
SALT WORKERS’ UNION OF ALAMEDA
COUNTY No. 20425,
By WALTER JOHNSON,
President.
And by IsaBeL AZEVEDO,
Secretary.

EXPERIENCE
They told me that the way is dark and steep,
That all must sorrow, all must weep;
My gay young heart laughed merrily;
The way seemed fair and sweet to me.
They told me true. The way is sad,
And dark and steep; but I am glad,
When youth and love made all things bright
I did not guess the hastening night.
FLORENCE GILMORE,
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All Trades
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1 Comparing the same unions for these two months.
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+ 39
33
— 2
30
+ 17
51
+ (a)
42
+ 4
42
+ 16
50
+ 4
24
+ 9
32
- I
29
— Io
17
—- 8
39
+ 1
37
+ 23
38
+ 9
51
+ 8
68
+ I0
31
+ 13
32
— (a)
27
—- 4
10
—- 8
37
— §
36
+ 2
25
— 3
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E
I
r
y
v
h
n
s
l
s
t

All Other Trades
Per cent
Percent
increase
members
(+) or
unemdecrease
ployed
(-)
January
since
1939
Dec.!
4
+ 30
20
+ 27
10
— 2
8
+ 1
12
+ 2
13
+ 2
9
+ 16
10
+ 6
8
+ 20
9
—- 2
8
+ 18
12
+ 4
15
+ 3
6
+ 32
17
- I
7
— 10
Io
+ 43
13
+ 9
6
+ 10
3
+ 23
II
— (a)
7
-— 13
Io
+ 6
2
+ 1

\
t
1
Part
time
all
trades
15
20
16
20
16
20
22
21
19
18
18
26
16
18
22
10
21
17
12
13
19
18
16
10

"

|

|
:

UNEMPLOYMENT

IN TRADE

Railroad lay-offs this year affected
only one-third as many as last year.
Trade union reports for January
show relatively small lay-offs for this
time of year in the different trades.
Building, where 3 or 4 percent usually
lose their jobs even in normal years,
reported only 1.6 percent laid off this
year; water transportation, where
winter lay-offs are always large, i
is the
only other trade group reporting as
many as I percent of their membership affected.
The unusually small
lay-offs in building this year indicate
striking improvement in this important industry.
In spite of employment gains, however, there were still 10,380,000 out
of work in December 1938.
The
Works Progress Administration estimates that 7,043,000 households
were receiving relief or WPA work in
December 1938; of these, 3,081,000
were on WPA rolls at the end of
December.
Since relief is given to
more than 3,000,000 families who
have no employable members, only a
part of the seven million total is unemployment relief.
The number out of work in December 1938 (10,380,000) is nearly
3,000,000 more than in September
Record
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1937 when unemployment reached its
recovery low point. Although 1,200,000 have gone back to work since last
May, when the recession was at its
worst, there are 500,000 more work
seekers than there were in December
1937; due to our increasing population.
Labor-saving machinery has
probably eliminated about 2,000,000
jobs in the last 9 years, in spite of the
general reduction of work hours to
40 or 44 per week. In these years,
5,000,000 have been added to our
working population, so that we must
find jobs for 7,000,000 more persons
than in 1929, even after recovery has
put the depression-unemployed back
to work.
Louis H. Bean’ of the
United States Department of Agriculture, estimates that by 1940, even if
recovery reaches normal proportions
and industrial production is 9 percent
above the 1929 level, there will still
be 6,000,000 unemployed.
To find
work for these unemployed in private
industry is America’s major task today. There is nothing as yet in the
industrial outlook which would reduce
1939 average unemployment below
the 9,000,000 mark.
* Mr. Bean is Chief of Agricultural-Industrial
Relations.

for Ten Years

Per Cent of Union Members Unemployed
Total
All Trades
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for Ten Years—Continued

Per Cent of Union Members Unemployed
Jan.
36
330
=638
SI
62
70
«58
60
fo
29
40
35
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39 38 #32 2
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TRADE UNION RECORDS?
FEDERATION OF LABOR UNEMPLOYMENT
Per Cent of Union
ESTIMATES?
Members
Gainful
Number
Number
Unemployed Part
Employed
Yearly Average
Workers
Unemployed (Weighted)
Time
10,652,234
18.5
22
Pee
$1,191,283
4°, 539,049
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13.3
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1 For monthly unemployment estimates 1929 through 1933 see January 1936 Federationist, page 71.
Note: Monthly figures for 1934 not yet revised.
2 For monthly figures 1930 through 1934 for trade unions see January 1937 Federationist, page 76.
* Preliminary.
t Revised.

economic organization he sees the
greatest menace to individual freedom in the absentee owner, and the
far-flung corporation where decisions
are made by controlling groups on the
basis of imperfect knowledge.
Professor Mason, after summarizing the philosophy of Justice Brandeis, devotes the remainder of his
lively and interesting work to describe one of the major Brandeis
battles, the fight to establish savings
bank insurance. The origin and development of this idea shows the
Brandeis technique at its best.
Becoming unpaid counsel to a committee
organized to protect the interests of
a group of New England policyholders, during the insurance scandals
of 1905, Justice Brandeis had occasion to learn of the far-reaching financial dominance of the large insurance
companies.
He learned what was
later revealed by the Armstrong Committee, appointed by the New York
legislature to investigate the insurance companies, that the wage earner,
who purchased industrial insurance,
paid the highest premiums, and had
by far the greatest proportion of
lapsed policies.
To expose abuses
without suggesting remedies has never
been the Brandeis way. Characteristically he presented a system under
which the savings banks would be
permitted to sell life insurance in
small amounts at cost, without em-

THE BrANDEIs Way.
By Alpheus
Thomas Mason.
Princeton University Press, Princeton, 1938. pp.
IX, 336. Price $3.00.
Reviewed
by Philip Taft.
“The Brandeis Way”’ describes the
faith and action of one of the great
contemporary Americans. This intellectual descendant of Thomas Jefferson has looked upon bigness in business as the great enemy
of the
democratic way of life. A libertarian
to his finger tips, he has seen in certain types of government action the
only means by which the rights of the
small man could be protected from
destruction by large and powerful
combinations of wealth.
For Justice
Brandeis, state action may be a means
of enlarging freedom rather than of
destroying it. He is an individualist,
but his individualism is neither of the
dogmatic nor doctrinaire variety. He
is, therefore, ready to assent to regulations which protect the individual
against interference other than government.
His close study of the contemporary world has made him realize that many powerful agencies,
outside of government, for restricting
and limiting the freedom of the individual exist. Any action by government which loosens the control of
these powerful forces upon the average man spells greater freedom
rather than oppression.
Intimately
acquainted with the details of modern
198
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ployment of solicitors or agents. The
story of the fight to gain the adoption
is described by Professor Mason, who
manages to light up the dry-as-dust
subject of insurance with many lively
and dramatic incidents. The reviewer
was happily surprised to learn that
Calvin Coolidge had always been a
friend of savings bank insurance, and
that he had put in a few important
licks in its behalf when they were
most needed.
“The Brandeis Way” is an interesting examination of a great defender of the public good. It warrants
careful study by all interested in making democracy work.
First STEPS IN PuBLIC SPEAKING
FOR LABOR UNION MEMBERS. By
John Mantle Clapp, New York
University, Director of the Speakers’ Clinic, New York.
(12 Lessons, with Manual and Review,
$3.00.)
Workers Education Bureau, 1440 Broadway, New York
City.
The strength of the Labor movement has always lain in its appeal to
reason, through the ability of its
representatives to speak up, as occa
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sion has required, and present the
Labor cause to fellow workers, to
employers and to the public logically
and effectively.
There are many thousands of
others in the ranks of Labor, able
and level-headed men and women,
who could add immensely to the effectiveness of union activities, both locally
and nationally, by acquiring facility
in expressing themselves. They now
have at hand the aid which they need
in the new Course in Public Speaking
for Labor Union Members, prepared
for the Workers Education Bureau
by Professor Clapp of New York
University.
Effective speaking on the Labor
platform is not a matter of glibness or
tricks but of sound reasoning, earnestness, sincerity. The practical Lessons
of this inexpensive Course, by an experienced teacher who knows the Labor field, present the essentials of the
subject. They cover organization of
material, correctness of form, and effective delivery, clearly and simply.
It is a Course which will enable the
beginner to get started in the right
way, and which the most experienced
speaker can review with interest and
profit.

It might be
The final test of man, the narrow way
Proving him worthy of immortal life
That he should face this darkness and this death
Worthily, and renounce all easy hope,
And consolation, all but the wintry smile
Upon the face of Truth .
The Book of Earth.
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creased their union membership. Millmen belonging to the Carpenters’
Union are making a good job of organizing the largest of the local mills.
Seamen are carrying on the most active campaign in their career and making splendid progress. The local low
rent housing project long dormant
was revived through the efforts of the
Building Trades Council and is now
an assured fact. Longshoremen have
signed a new agreement with material benefits for their members.—
CHARLES H, FRANK.

Mobile.—Shipyards, paper mills,
lumber mills, interior trim, wood
products, aluminum reduction plant,
chemical works, foundry and pulley
works, garment factory, oil refineries,
laundries, wholesale drug companies,
flour and feed mills, and sundry other
industries make up the background
for our wage earners. With the exception of the retail stores which put on
extra help during the holidays, there
has been no increase in employment.
There have, however, been several reductions in working force due to the
Wage and Hour Act. Our committee
on laws takes care of cases under the
Wage and Hour Law. In several
cases the writer has had to take up
cases of employees in the service
trades who have been gypped. Deductions from pay had been made but no
returns made to the State. In the cases
growing out of the laundry strike, a
goodly number were finally qualified
for unemployment compensation. The
same applies to workers of the Adam
Glass Company who were let out for
union activities. Retail clerks, drug
clerks, butcher workmen, teamsters
and chauffeurs, building and common
laborers and boilermakers have in-

aAaiStcoh

CALIFORNIA
Bakersfield—The
key industry
here is oil. Truck drivers’ union has
been able to add the highway truck
drivers to their roll. Cement plant at
Monlith is 100 per cent organized.
Production has not increased but
prospects are brighter for increased
business in 1939. Our legislative committee has been instructed to work out
a plan to help enforce the Fair Wage
Standards Act.
Brother Daniel
Harris, editor of our Labor Journal,
has all the information pertaining to
Social Security and takes care of any
complaints we receive. Retail Clerks
were successful in obtaining a closed
shop agreement with the Safeway

*Data in this section are from organizers’
reports for December.
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Stores, Inc., in Keen County.—C. E.
SHEETS.
Santa Cruz.—The cement mills are
putting men back to work; home building is increasing; bank deposits
mounting and the outlook for the next
six months favorable. Culinary workers, bartenders, laborers, workers in
amusements at Beach and laundry
workers are being organized. This
community has a better feeling toward
organized labor in general because of
our educational campaign. Our Central Labor Union has a committee to
handle cases on refund benefits. The
vicious Proposition No. 1 was defeated at the polls. We had a fine
county gathering of labor unions to
formulate a program of labor legislation for the incoming administration.
—H. C. SUTHERLAND.
CANADA
Quebec.—The Trades Council has
a propaganda and education committee which holds mass meetings with
the object of encouraging officers of
the various unions in their work and
helping them with their problems. A
union has been formed of workers of
a fertilizing company and application
has been made for charter. A group
of taxi drivers, formerly members of
the teamsters and chauffeurs union,
are interested in reorganizing and
again joining the teamsters’ local.—
JosepH MATTE.
Windsor.—Plans are under way to
organize the bakery workers and
cleaners and dyers. A strong fight is
being made against the organization
of hotel and restaurant workers by the
Hotel Men’s Association. In the recent municipal elections labor got a
majority on the council.—O. KiTcHING.
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COLORADO
Colorado Springs.—The refinery
workers at the Holly Sugar Company
are organized but the office workers
and others are not. A wage and hour
committee is to be appointed. To assist workers to know just what their
rights are under Social Security we
are having a series of open meetings
for both employed and unemployed
groups with direct committee assistance in securing rights. A union of
roofers has been chartered.
Retail
clerks are organizing. Practically all
major construction is under PWA and
indications are that it will be carried
on under closed shops conditions.—
Louis ZIMAN.
Denver.—Edgewater Branch is a
suburb of Denver and there are only
two brick companies here, both of
which are 100 per cent organized. Our
brewery which employs about 175
men is also 100 per cent union. The
brewery is working about three-quarters of the time. Brickyards are working full time due to the fact that there
are several large construction jobs in
progress.
To familiarize workers
with the Social Security Act our Building Trades Council has a lecture on
that subject every Friday evening.
The writer is still working on the organization of the brick and clay industry—started about six months ago
and today we have signed agreements
and a 100 per cent organization in
fifteen brick plants and one roofing
tile company. Reports from our State
Federation of Labor are general improvements all along the line. —PETER
J. WAGNER.
Greeley.—This is an agricultural
community. We are organizing the
employees of the Great Western
Sugar Company. The past month has
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shown increase in building trades employment with all members of local
unions at work. The letting of contracts for the starting of work on the
Grand Lake Water Division project
has caused activity in the construction
trades. We hope this project can be
built under union conditions—OTHo
FRANKLIN.
Pueblo.—The following companies
100 per cent organized are well patronized by union labor—Colorado
Fuel & Iron Company, Nuckoll Packing Company, National Broom Company, Pueblo Flour Mills, Mid-West
Steel Company, Outwest Tent and
Awning Company, and Driscoll Construction Company.
Employment
should increase for coal miners as the
Colorado Fuel & Iron Company has
started operations in several departments. All local unions have appointed
representatives to handle cases of persons eligible for unemployment compensation.
In the past sixty days
unions have been chartered of culinary
workers and bartenders, building service employees and grain processors.
A $4,000,000 building program at the
hospital for the insane is expected to
be done by union labor.—O. E. McGUIRE.
Trinidad.—The writer organized a
100 per cent organization of workers
in the wholesale warehouses, and this
union is doing fine. A slight increase
has been reported in the personnel of
electricians and barbers. Efforts are
being made to organize the retail
clerks.—KEN J. HAASE.
DELAWARE
Wilmington.—By advertising
firms, musicians and truckers get
cooperation from union men in
way of patronage. Leather plants

fair
fine
the
are

again in operation. Pusey & Jones,
shipbuilders, are taking on more
workers. A local union of meat cutters has been chartered.
Plans are
under way for the organization of the
gasoline and oil industry in this vicinity. We do not anticipate any
trouble in the renewal of contracts by
the teamsters holding the same scale
but gaining an extra holiday, Febr.
uary 22.—RoBERT W. HILt.
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FLORIDA
Daytona Beach.—Retail stores and
hotels are putting on more workers.
We have a labor committee to help
enforce the wage and hour law and to
investigate violations of the Federal
Act. Bartenders are organizing. Organized labor was instrumental in
having passed three ordinances protecting labor—JoHN La Tour.
Lakeland.—Workers in the citrus
plants have full time employment.
Union barbers are patronized. Application has been made for a charter for hotel employees—FRANK
WALKER.
GEORGIA
Macon.—This is a railroad center
with cotton factories.
Railroad men
are well organized.
Street car men
have closed shop agreement with
Georgia Power Company.
Retail
stores put on extra help for the holidays but reduced their force immediately after. A new film house costing
$25,000 to remodel opened December 26 and employed union operators.
The secretary of our Federation and
the writer handle all complaints under
the wage and hour act. The majority
of cases come from non-union men
and women. Railroad employees over
the state have formed an organization
to assist the railroad management to
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secure legislation to combat unfair
competition of trucks boot-legging
hauling of freight and passengers,
etc.—WILLIAM A. McKENNA.
ILLINOIS
Chicago.—There
is very little
noticeable increase in production anywhere in Illinois.
The three-way
strike involving clerks, bakers and
teamsters at Freeport has aroused
labor to the need for larger union
membership and a closer coordination.
—R. L. REDCLIFFE.
Danville—Employees
of the
Amend Candy Company, Allith
Prouty Company, Rossman Garment
Factory and all brick companies are
organized.
Increased production is
reported by the candy company, gar©ble
OCU
©mm
—-—
ment and glove factories. Our central
body has named a committee to handle cases under the wage and hour
law. Our city is fairly well organized
with most of the crafts having agreements. All unions are striving to add
to their membership rolls. The building trades are negotiating a new
agreement covering some thousand
building tradesmen.— WILLIAM
L.
WATSON.
Decatur.—A. E. Staley, manufacturer of starches, syrups, etc., who
maintains a company union, is up before the National Labor Relations
Board.
Union members do not patronize the above firm nor do they
buy from the Mueller Manufacturing
Company, another non-union firm.
Workers
of the Wabash Railroad
4Ve
et
OS
Ft
Ol
Company have reorganized under the
ae
American Federation of Labor and
workers of the Aristocrat Wall Paper
Company have been organized. Both
these concerns are patronized by
union labor. The Wabash Railroad
~=“Se
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is taking on workers.
Other industries are operating part time.
We
are making an effort to organize all
material houses——HArry
MEIsENHELTER.
Joliet.—This is a candy manufacturing center.
In addition we have
steel plants, chemical companies,
paper mills, box factories, garment
factories, etc.
Most employees are
organized.
The building trades industry is 100 per cent organized. Employment has greatly increased due to
the E. J. & E. Railroad taking on
workers.
Business in general, with
all of the above named industries, is
going along very nicely, although, of
course, certain seasonal plants are
closed at this time. Both the Central
Trades & Labor Council and the
Building Trades Council are very
active in support of the wage and hour
law.
Aside from the constant campaign of both local councils, the writer
is assisting in the organization of
brick makers,
chemical workers,
clerks, dyeing and cleaning workers.
—Tony AUGUSTINO.
Paris.—The employees of the IIlinois Cereal Mills, Inc., are eighty per
cent organized and negotiations for
wages and conditions of employment
are soon to be started. Workers buy
products that beara union label. The
Merkle Broom Company, Illinois
Cereal Mills, Inc., U. O. Colson Advertising Specialties and the Goding
Shoe Company are not working full
time and are hardly retaining their
regular employees. Work is starting
on the reorganization of the broom
and whisk workers of the Merkle
Broom factory and the writer is doing
some preparatory work toward organization of the sales people and
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barbers. Although the contractor for
the Central Illinois Power Company
does not have an agreement with the
common laborers’ union, the contractor is paying the prevailing wage
scale. The union workers of this vicinity were pleased with the writer’s
organization of cereal workers at the
Illinois Cereal Mills, Inc., as we believe it will be the key note for further union organization.
Everyone
considered it would be almost impossible to organize these workers—
CLAupDE E. PEcK.
Rockford.—The Roper Stove and
Mechanic Universal Companies are
calling in their workers that have been
idle for some time. We have a committee on wages and hours working
with our educational committee—we
hold classes for all labor representatives to acquaint themselves with the
new law. The writer, with the assistance of William Finnan, has chartered
unions of garment workers and construction laborers at Belvidere.
We
are now lining up the draftsmen. Our
city is about to build three high
schools through a grant from the
PWA costing about $3,150,000, and
it has been voted favorably to have
the prevailing wages paid to building
craftsmen.—NICHOLAS AUGUSTINO.
Waukegan.—Employees of JohnsManville are partially organized into
an American Federation of Labor
union.
There has not been any increase in production in this vicinity
and no extra workers are being hired.
Our committee on wages and hours to
date has not any violations reported.
The organization of the hotel and restaurant employees is still under way.
—GEORGE NORDSTROM.

IOWA
Clinton—The Clinton and Curtis
Companies are taking on more workers, with the latter placing about 200
men.
Under the direction of J. J.
Brown a mass meeting was held at the
City Hall with prominent speakers to
explain the benefits under Social Security and all workers were urged to
contact the committee for further information.
Plans are under way for
the organization of the employees of
the Curtis Company, Rich Manufacturing Company and possibly the Onein-Hand Tie Company.
Efforts will
also be made to unionize truck drivers
and building construction laborers.—
A. E. HuBBARD.
Des Moines.—Workers are organized in the following companies and
patronize them—Brown Camp Hardware, C. C. Taft, O. B. West, Newett,
Kurtz Hardware, and Groceries
Wholesale Companies.
There has
been no increase in business, but
rather a tendency to decline with the
result that in a few cases employees
have been laid off. In the majority
of cases we have been successful in
getting unemployment compensation
for workers.
Laundry drivers, milk
drivers, cab drivers, furnace workers,
WPA
truck drivers, retail clerks,
meat cutters, cooks and waiters, stationary engineers and building service
employees have organization campaigns in progress. An over-the-road
motor freight contract has been signed
carrying a small increase in pay and
better working conditions.—J. W.
SOUTTER.
Iowa City.—Several outside construction companies doing work here
are using organized men. Employees
of the printing companies are union-
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ized. Practically all industries are increasing production.
We have just
received our charter for our Central
Labor Union.
Organization among
building and trades unions is advancing rapidly.
Application has been
made for a charter for plasterers and
cement finishers.
All unions have
gained in membership and are putting
on drives to gain still more.
Our recently organized truck drivers union
is meeting with success—HArry A.
Morse.
Muscatine—In
the past four
months unions have been chartered
of cement finishers and plasterers,
painters and a building trades council. It looks as if our efforts to
organize the plumbers will be successful. Our school buildings costing
$250,000 are being erected strictly by
union labor.
Prospects look bright
for a union of municipal employees.—
J. U. REHMEL.
Sioux City.x—The
Wineharger
Company is constantly adding to its
working force.
The following companies compose our industrial life—
Albertson Tool Company, Philip Bernard Sheet Metal Company, Steffen
Body Works, Sioux City Awning
Company, Benson Furniture Company, Johnson Biscuit Company, five
large packing houses and two foundries, the last being partially organized. Our wage and hour committee
is gathering all available information
so as to be ready to assist any member
who makes application to us.
New
organization drives are being started
by hotel and restaurant workers, retail clerks, butcher workmen, machinists and auto mechanics.
Three
trucking firms have locked out their
employees.—L. E. GARNETT.
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KANSAS
Arkansas City.—The New Era
Milling Company, Kansas Milling
Company, Steffens Ice Cream Company, Keefe Packing Company, Kanotex Refining Company, Stauffer Publishing Company and Fox Theatres—
the two last are organized concerns.
Business is not on the upgrade. We
are contacting men from the different
industries to let them know the provisions of the wage and hour law and
what pay they are entitled to under it.
—CHESTER BARGER.
Kansas City.—We are working to
unionize the employees of the Western Ice Company and K. S. G. Grocery Company.
Increase in employment is not noticeable. We have had
a number of open meetings with
speakers who gave talks on unemployment compensation.
We also have a
committee to handle cases under this
legislation.
Butcher workmen are
making a good showing in the packing
industry and the truck drivers have a
number of drivers lined up at this
time.
Office employees report progress. —R. R. GRAHAM.
Wichita.—Workers in the Allsteel
Products Company, and Stearman,
Beech and Cessna Air Craft Company
are being organized.
Our Central
Labor Union has committees to
handle wage and hour and unemployment compensation cases.
Charter
has been installed for an aircraft
lodge under the International Association of Machinists.
There are 650
employees eligible for membership.—
H. W. Ray.
KENTUCKY
Lexington —The Carhartt Overall Company is 100 per cent organ-
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ized. We have a committee working
in cooperation with the regional office
helping to enforce the new wage and
hour law.
Organization plans are
progressing nicely with barbers, sign
writers, butchers and packers.
The
local Building Trades Council settled successfully two disputes on
building jobs —W. R. Bruce.
LOUISIANA
Bastrop —The Southern Kraft
Corporation is planning an addition
to their mill. We have a committee
contacting employees to find out how
the concerns for which they work
comply with the new wage and hour
law.
Plans are going forward for
organization in the trucking, natural
gas and chemical industries.
Building is above the usual average and
the erection of a new depot by the
Missouri Pacific Railway Company is
being done by union labor.—A. A.
JEANE.
Shreveport.—Closed shop agreements are being negotiated by the
auto mechanics in each of the independent garages, which is bringing
about a greater stability in employment than was enjoyed before. This
is a follow-up to the agreement with
the Dealers Association a year ago.
Considerable dissension is occurring
due to attempts by the Associated
General Contractors to evade the
wage standards in the building and
construction industry.
Oil refining
companies are working full time as
is the building industry.
Questionnaires to employers contain questions
for excuses so that workers can be
denied their compensation for some
flimsy excuse.
Relief is not being
handled impartially—some employers in the building industry are using

relief labor illegally on WPA jobs,
Methods by which such workers are
obtained are a direct violation of the
law.
The writer is perfecting the
organization of refrigeration service
and installation men into the machinists’ union—it is now about 75
per cent completed.—W. H. Winxo.
Shreveport.—Auto
mechanics,
cooks and waiters, bartenders, oil
field and refinery workers, glass cutters, laundry workers, ice, milk and
taxi drivers, and printers, all have
signed agreements with the firms employing them and all these concerns
are patronized by union members.
Clerks, salesmen, architects, beauty
parlor operators, and insurance collectors are organizing.
We have an
extensive building program including
a sixteen-story bank building.—J. A.
BRADLEY.
MAINE
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Bucksport.—Employees of the
Maine Seaboard Paper Company are
100 per cent organized.
This company is complying strictly with the
wage and hour law.
The plant of
the Penobscot Chemical Fibre Company at Old Town has been organized and a union shop agreement secured affecting 600 employees.
We
are contacting senators and representatives in regard to having a Labor
Relations Act for Maine and it looks
as if our efforts will be successful.—
Leo J. ASHLEY.
MASSACHUSETTS
Lawrence.—Textile mills are taking on more workers.
Our committees from the Central Labor Union
take care of all cases of violations
under the wage and hour law and unemployment compensation.
Efforts
are being made to organize the sheet
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metal workers.—Timotuy
H.
O’NEIL.
Marlboro.—Many companies are
organized and our unions have voted
to patronize them as far as possible.
A few shoe shops have increased their
working capacity. At the head of the
unemployment bureau we have a labor
man and he is doing fine work. All
unions report increased membership.
We have a legislative committee
working to promote labor legislation.
—Joun T. TUCKER.
South Hadley Falls.—Paper makers are increasing production but not
taking on additional workers.
We
patronize those stores where clerks
are organized. We are working to
bring textile workers back into the
fold—MrcnHaeEt J. McLain.
MICHIGAN
Kalamazoo.—Employees of the
Kalamazoo Stove Company and the
Parchment Paper Company are organized and patronized by union
labor. Most of our large industries
are organized. All firms are adding
men to their pay rolls. Our principal
industry is our paper mills. We advise unemployed workers of their
rights under unemployment corapensation and help them all we can to secure assistance. The writer organized
the taxi drivers under the Teamsters.
Application for charter for roofers
will be made shortly. Building trades
are on strike and all big jobs are tied
up pending the outcome—the building crafts want the closed shop with
the hod carriers’ union to be recognized.—Gerorce HEATH.
MINNESOTA
Brainerd.—Business conditions are
slack. We are trying to form another
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union of hod carriers and have permission from the local union to do so.
Prospects are good for the formation
of this union. The writer attended
the executive council meeting in St.
Paul in December and believes from
all indications the outlook for the
year in this state is good.—Guy O.
Bacon.
International Falls. —Employees
of the Minnesota and Ontario Paper
Mills are organized under the American Federation of Labor. Employment is about the same. Each union
is looking after the interests of its
members as to wage and hour and unemployment compensation. We are
concentrating on the organization of
Federal workers. The CIO is losing
ground here every day—we have
about five lumber companies with
agreements now.—W. E. READMAN.
MISSISSIPPI
Vicksburg —We have a $1,200,000 building program which is to include a county court house and two
new school buildings. We are checking up on all plants that come under
the new wage and hour law and have
appointed a committee to handle any
violations. We are also doing all we
can to help the unemployed secure
their rights under unemployment compensation. We are planning the organization of the bus drivers of the
Mississippi Power and Light Company. A union of carpenters was installed at Natchez and application
has been made for a union of painters.
—C. W. WALTERS.
MISSOURI
Joplin.—All truck lines are organized and the general public patronize
them. Cigar factories are working
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full force. Work in the mines is picking up. We have a wage and hour
committee and plan to cooperate with
the Federal set-up to enforce the law.
Organizing plans are under way by
bartenders, cigar makers, miners,
roofers, garment workers and cooks
and waitresses. Teamsters are gradually adding to their membership.—
FLoyp C. WEBB.
Moberly.—The Brown Shoe Company’s business is expanding.
Employees of the Cooperative Bledsoe
Dairy are organized and workers
loyally patronize them.
We have a
committee to advise and assist members under the wage and hour law.
Bakers, bartenders, iron workers,
butchers, clerks and waiters have organizing plans under way. Out of the
600 employees of the Brown Shoe
Company all belong to the union but
six and we are working on these six
members so as to have a 100 per cent
organization in this firm.—R. E. LEE.
NEW

JERSEY

Asbury Park.—The garment industry is our principal industry.
The
writer advises workers on appeal
cases under the unemployment compensation act. Efforts are still being
made to organize barbers and cleaners
and dyers.
Members of Local No.
611 of the Waiters are still on strike
at the Asbury Diner and a temporary
injunction was served on the business
agent. A strike is also in progress at
the Castle Ice Cream Company.—
STANLEY C. O’Hoppe.
Note—State-wide truck strike reported settled
in January magazine for Nebraska should have
read: State-wide truck strike was settled in Iowa
November 14, 1938.—Editor

NEW

YORK

Auburn.—The affiliation of the
building and construction trades with
the Auburn Federation of Labor
means that we will have the cooperation of about 2,200 men and with the
assistance of Organizer McGuire of
the American Federation of Labor we
expect to beat the CIO on the indus.
trial plants that they are attempting
to organize. We have accomplished
much in the past year and with our
present set-up we expect to have the
city nearly 100 per cent organized in
1939.—THOMAS EDGAR.
Elmira.—The American La France
Foamite
Corporation
and the
Thatcher Manufacturing Company
are 100 per cent organized.
Our
other large concerns, among which are
the Eclipse Machine Company, EImira Foundry, Kennedy Valve Company, etc., are not organized.
We
have a local hour and wage committee
to investigate cases of violations of
the law.-—-CHARLEsS M. SPENCER.
Jamestown.—As a rule a goodly
number of our union members look
for the house card, button, etc., and
if they don’t see them, they walk out.
Work is increasing in the textiles,
wood working shops, metal shops, and
building and construction trades. All
indications point to plenty of work by
next Spring.
We do everything in
our power to assist those needing help
to obtain their unemployment compensation.
Unions of textile workers,
machinists and electricians have been
chartered.— W. R. McLean.
Utica.—Drivers for the American
Hardware Company secured an agreement carrying a wage increase of 10
cents an hour, one week’s vacation
with pay, the forty-eight hour week,
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time and one half for overtime, pay
for holidays; drivers for the Borden
Milk Company received $1.00 weekly
pay raise, two weeks’ vacation with
pay; drivers and inside packers for
the Wolf News Company, through
agreement, secured $2.00 weekly pay
increase, forty-eight hour week, one
week’s vacation with pay.
Contract
covering the entire taxi industry calls
for $1.05 increase for short shift men
with the balance of the contract the
same as last year. Agreements were
secured for butchers and meat cutters
of the Central and Cut Rate Markets
—this is the first agreement of its
kind. Waiters and bartenders at the
Hotel Martin secured for the first
time a closed shop agreement. Butchers, waiters, bartenders and truck
drivers have organization campaigns
under way.—R. F. DEPERNo.
NORTH

CAROLINA

Charlotte—Employees of the Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company are partially organized, as are the workers of
several hosiery and textile mills. Employees of the Carolina Broom Company are organized.
There is increased production in the hosiery and
textile industries.
Building construction is picking up on a small scale.
We have a wage and hour committee
in our central body and they police
and report any violations of the law.
Workers are advised how to secure
their rights under Social Security. Efforts will be made to unionize the
municipal workers. The strike of the
Wilmington Truck drivers is creating
much interest here.—H. L. KIsEr.
OHIO
Akron.—The writer’s local union
has closed-shop agreements with 184

shops.
Rubber has returned 1,500
men to their payrolls. There is continued progress within Labor’s ranks
toward solidarity with the general
feeling toward the American Federation of Labor becoming more
friendly rather than critical—H. D.
JONEs.
Springfield.—Work has materially
improved in the last month.
However, it does not equal in percentage
November 1937.
Building construction grows in volume.
Municipal
waterworks improvements, costing
more than $1,000,000, expected to be
under way by Spring.
Trades and
Labor Assembly has named a Social
Security Committee to aid in enforcing all Federal and State Social Security Laws.
Unemployment insurance becomes effective in January
1939. There will be a local office in
Springfield.
Organizing continues in
service trades. Efforts are being made
to organize bookbinders in the printing trades, as the printing trades are
well organized with this exception.
Labor has joined with other groups
that are endeavoring to secure a slum
clearance project for Springfield. The
activity is still in the preliminary
stage.—C. W. RIcu.
OKLAHOMA
Norman.—Outside of a 100 per
cent job on the $200,000 court house
there is not much other work. Retail
clerks, cleaners and pressers and
laundry workers are organizing.
A
union of 57 hod carriers has been
chartered. A strike is on at the Griffins Bros. Movie Theater—this firm
has two theaters, one of which has
closed down owing to poor business.
The writer thinks picketing, together
with the cooperation of union mem-
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bers, was responsible for the closing
of this movie house.-—JACK KENNEDY.
PENNSYLVANIA
Carbondale.-—The Hendrick Mfg.
Company, Cross Engineering Company, American Welding Company,
General Textile Company, L. Wall &
Company, and Leehamn Brothers are
all interstate and non-union.
Goods
are shipped interstate and local workers do not patronize. Workers under
unemployment compensation have
been helped 100 per cent.
Annual
dinner dance of the Central Labor
Union will be held February 9. Professor Paul Gildea of the WPA Adult
Education has been instructing in public speaking. —C. OMAR FitTcH.
Lancaster.— The following companies have “company unions”—
Hamilton Watch Company, Armstrong Cork Company, Lancaster
Iron Works.
Employees of theaters,
the Lancaster Malleable Iron Works
and Kunzlers, a meat market, are organized. The Hamilton Watch Company and the Armstrong Cork Company are increasing production. We
are endeavoring to build up our established unions, especially the building
trades. Due to increased membership
our Central Labor Union is forced to
secure new quarters. We have been in
our present meeting place for thirtyeight years. April 1 we take possession of the discontinued Manor
Street School which we purchased
from the School Board. In the past
eighteen months unions have been
chartered of truck drivers, building
and construction laborers, electricians, plasterers, bookbinders, lock
workers and meat cutters. In addition we have built up the plumbers

union, which for years had been strug.
gling along with just enough members to hold their charter. They now
have fifty members.—GEorcE J,
KAMM.
SOUTH

DAKOTA

Rapid City.—The employees of the
following companies are not organized—Warren Lamb Lumber Com.
pany, Rapid City Packing Company,
Home State Mining Company, and
the Swader and Balkin Baking Com.
panies. We have just appointed our
wage and hour committee.
Every.
thing possible is being done to help
our unemployed.—F. W. Merritt.
TENNESSEE
Jackson.—Workers at the lumber
company are organized.
There are
no indications of increased production. The Central Labor Union has
a wage and hour committee.
Our
$100,000 school building is being
erected by union labor.—W. J. CampBELL.
Johnson City.—Employees of the
Johnson City Machine Company are
organized.
Chances for organizing
other industries are favorable. Hardwood floor industries are increasing
production and employing more workers. Construction work is picking up,
due to a dozen new schools being
erected through the PWA
and
county. The wage and hour committee of the Central Labor Union has
done 100 per cent effective work. The
writer represents organized labor on
the Housing Authority for Johnson
City. The Central Labor Union never
fails to assist workers in their rights
under unemployment compensation,
whether they are organized or not.
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FROM THE ATLANTIC
This body went to the rescue of 150
girls who were not receiving the 25
cents minimum wage.
We are engaged in an economic battle with the
Howard Printing Company, publishers of a throw around sheet.
This
fight is proving the most successful
campaign we’ve ever had in showing
what the labor movement can accomplish when it sticks together.
The
railroad shop crafts of Erwin, which
comes under our jurisdiction, are enjoying a 100 per cent organization.—
D. C. Lone.
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TEXAS
Amarillo.—There is increased activity in building, both public and private. No cases have been reported
where benefits have been denied under
unemployment compensation. A union
of building and common laborers has
been chartered.—C. R. SEARS.
Houston.—A union of produce
workers has been chartered. Efforts
are being made to organize colored
embalmers. We have called all of our
forces together in one group to lay
plans for an organizing campaign.
Meat cutters in the markets and some
of the retail clerks have been organized.—J. A. EVERSON.
UTAH
Salt Lake City—We have about
thirty-five closed shops here. Building construction is increasing but it is
mostly on PWA. Organizing is going
on in all lines and it looks as if we will
sign up many firms.
We keep on
our toes to head off the CIO and
the public is with us. The writer has
been elected secretary of the Utah
State Federation of Labor.—J. R.
WILson.
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WASHINGTON
Everett.—Lumber and saw mill
workers at Hartford negotiated two
union shop agreements, one with the
Ozark Lumber Company at Granite
Falls and the other with the Woods
Creeks Company at Tacoma.
The
Wheeler Osgood Lumber Company
signed up for the union label to be
used on plywood and sash and doors.
This firm employs 700 men.
Several
employers have attempted to cut
wages but without success.
Workers
apply to the local employment office
when in need of work and employers also use this agency when in
need of workers——JOHN S. THORBURN.
WEST

VIRGINIA

Beckley.—Our active American
Federation of Labor unions are barbers, carpenters, painters, brickmasons, and printers. Coal mines are
more active, and progressive miners
are organizing—F. W. RAMSEY.
Welch.—Employees of coal companies, laundries, bakeries, automobile dealers and retail stores are or-

ganized.
Coal operators are our
largest employers and the large mines
are working full time. We help un.
employed workers to obtain their unemployment compensation.
Progressive miners are organizing —Hucu
BUTLER.
WISCONSIN
Janesville-—Production has not increased. We are working to see that
every employer complies with the
wage and hour law.
Our standing
committee has publicized the fact that
it will assist any one applying for aid.
We have held mass meetings for
workers on this and other matters of
importance. We are launching a “buy
American’’ campaign.—Car1 E.
BUNCE.
Racine.—The Central Labor Union
is conducting a union label campaign.
We are concentrating on radios, newspapers, window display cards and
union label merchandise exhibits to
make the buying public union label
conscious.
We have the cooperation
of manufacturers and merchants and
union label goods are very much in
evidence.—GEORGE J. SONNEN.
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